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More Than 50 Beautiful Girls Enter
."Miss Mid-South Popularity Contest
Young beautiful and talent-1 tain entry blanks for the
ed women throughout the arearMiss Mid - South" contest
are still rushing to the Tri-lwhich is being sponsored by
State Defender office to oh- this newspaper.
Nearly 50 young women
Two Former, hethave either registered or inprocess of registering forthe contest, the first large
emo ians Negro girls
Killed •edition on page 11. Any reader' the Debeton Society, Future ber of Saint Mark Baptist ia the diligent chairman On Christina.; Eve, last' of this newspaper can vote Business Leaders of America'ehurch and affiliated with the 0". "i't tbis division. and both boys started running
for contestants of their choice and the Science Club of her Las Jacintas Social club, Li- 
I Monday, with only two hours
19-,.. last renorta also inelud-, to go before closing 
for the door.
Two former Memphians lost by filling out the official bal- school, resides with her par- brary club and French club. 
time, he "The one who had the mask
ed $680 from business firms, had hepes to weather another
their lives in accidents last,lot and bring or mail to: Misslents Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hol- She is very impressive with over his face was behind thee115 solicited by Miss Naomi' season in safety.
ee.,g— ek. one of them adding to Mid-South Contost, Tri-State lingsworth, 2086 Swift at. She a 34, e3, 361/2 measurement. dark boy who had come inGordon including $100 from A. But at 10 p.m., he said, he
'loll record number of persons'Defender, 236 S. Wellington.,aspires to become a teacher. Miss Amelia Gibson 16, a Meeeo Walker: $50 from Bon- was looking .out' the window
whp died in aecidents during Memphis 5. Tenn. !,She enjoys sewing, dancing
"The South's Independent Weekly"
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Trueman
of 387 E. S. Lauderdale at.
Norish, who aspires to become
a mathematician, enjoys
swimming, reading and danc-
ing. When she is not occupied
with one of the above men-
tioned hobbies she is busy




JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. —
Gov. John M. Dalton, on prod-
ding from the NAACP at
organization here, this WC, .
ordered full integration of
Missouri National Guard.
The governor instructed Ad-
jutant - General A. D. Shep-
pard to advise all unit com-
manders that entrance should
be based on qualification alone.
Prior to the governor's move,
Dec. 18, the Missouri National
Guard consisted of 90 all-white
units and two-all Negro units
(both stationed in Kansas City
and containing 98 men).
Leonard Carter. NAACP field
!secretary, pointed out that the
Federal Government allotted
the Missouri Guard $6.747,775
,or 113 per cent of its operating
Alumni of LeMoyne plan tolbudget
meet in the college's faculty —
lounge at 5 p.m. this Sunday,
Jan. 6, to map plans for the
annual LeMoynet Day which
will feature male graduates of
the school. Alumni Day is
scheduled for Sunday, Feb. 10.
Also slated to appear at
the monthly meeting is Dr.
Hollis F. Price, president of
he college, who will permit A $1,250 gift Thursday'
himself to be quizzed by mem- nught from the Co-Ettes helped
bers of the alumni association. push the United Neero College
Hosts at the meeting will Fund campaign to $14,449. The
be the presidcnt. Mrs. Ann Co-Ettes' check and other con-
L. Weathers, and the vice pre. tributions received Thursday
sident, Elmer Henderson. trepresented a total of $2,436
  reported during the past week.
tef 960 Keel ave. Playing 044 Another meeting of UNCF
piano, sewing, howling and
dancing keeps Shirley busy,
while she keeps an eve on
her measurements of 34, 22,
36. Miss Purnell is affiliated
with the Cotillion club, Na-
tipnal Honor Society and the






$1,250 To UNFC •
Local Drive
5, 1963
Ill.%voN GUN BATTLE — Robbers always
lose out when they regard Jesse Grant, owner
of Grant's -Sundry store at 161 MeLemore as
an easy victim. The 72-year-old Grant is
!pointing to hole In starch box which went






youngsters. One of the boys was fatally
wounded during mad rush from store when
Grant fired one shot. Two years ago he out-
anted a would-be hold-up man during rob-
bery attempt. (Mark Stansbury Photo)
l
Christmas Eve Hold-lipFails Asvolunteer workers is Yeheduledi
foe Monday night, Jan. 7, at
7:30 in the faculty lounge of U
The Co-Ettes club is compos-
ed 
Alan Wins Duel With Young ThugsLeMoyne college.
of a group of prominent
teen-age girls under the direc-
tion of Miss Erma Laws. The
check was presented to Presi-
city scnnoi
dent Hollis F. Price of Le-
Miss Patricia Ford, 16, a Moyne at the club's annual
junior at Manassas High ball in Bruce Hall.
school, is the daughter of Mr.
keeping a lovely 32, 24, 37 inT ursday nights' renorts in-
n scale beauty and popularity and Mrs. Mackie Ford of 1125 eluded an 'additional $284 from
contest in the mid-South for top notch condition. Capitol ave. Pat enjoys danc- . .
Miss Carolyn Hollingsworth, ing. cooking and singing, she
' 
• The first official ballot for ie, d SelliOr at Hamilton high aspires to become a teacher. 
fl.,Ils.,..held their •overall total of Yule season, and was the vice gun thrust his pistol between
su C"orke ("lark. principal.tim of an attempted hold-up
' 
I he contest, appears in this school, who is affiliated with Miss Ford is an active mom- the scales and fired. The bul-of A. B. Hill Elementareljust two years ago. ' let went into boxes of starch
the holiday. i Here are the qualificationsiand cooking, and is a mem-
Killed in an accident near for entering the contest, ber of the Mississippi Avenue
his home at St. Albans, N. Y.,: (1) Any single young worn- Seventh Day Adventist church.
was Curtis T. Miller. The ac-an between the ages of 16 to
cident occurred only three 22 years of age, who has never
blocks from his residence on'been married.
Christmas Day, and was said (2) Must he of good repute-
toehave been the result of his lion.
ca e skidding out of control' (3) Must be a member of 
LeMoyne, is a very active
on, an icy street and ramming some civic, 'social or religious 
member of the Saint Stephen Cathedral. She measures 34, will hold open house this Fri-
irite a telephone pole. 'organization. 
Baptist church. Beverly, who day afternoon from 3 p.m. to
'Sgt. Roland Laster. brother (4) Must have written con
-'enjoys music and reading, is 23, 
391/2.
Miss Eunice Logan. 16, a 430 p.m. in the college's new
nre Mrs. Lettie Lawrence of sent of parents or guardian. 
Ithe daughter of Mr. and Mrs. junior at Lester High school, buildin
g for faculty
1$62 Pope. died in an automo- (5) Must have attained at 
George Farmer of 1229 Marble Is the daughter of Mr. and members, administrateve off
i-
bile accident in Inerandes, least .two years in high schooliave. 
She measures 34, 24, 371/2. cers, students and maintenance
Einem on Friday. Dec. 21. MORE CONTESTANTS 
Miss Shirley Ann Purnell, [personnel.
when the English car he was Miss Norish Trueman, 
19, a , 17, a senior at Manassas High
driving went out of control sophomore at Tennessee A & I school, who is t
he daughter of
end crashed. university, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Purnell,
According to his wife, Mrs. --- ' . e----
Op Laster, who flew home to .
fltineral arrangements, the 37- 
Kills Neighbor.jeter-old Army veteran of 19  But.Memphis last week to make  
i'eArs' service, was driving
borne to earn, her to an offices 0
dell Laboratories: $35 from
F'-Wev Grill and individual
$25 chesks from Tom Breath-
oft, A. C. Williams and Bluff
City PTA Council.Miss Beverly Allen, 18, a
freshman at LeMoyne college,
who incidentally was recently
crowned Miss Freshman at
trtY at the time the accident enies Dinner Theft4,11rred.
Laster hr been at eneredes
efrlee leet law. and his wit. Christmas 1962 ended on a on 
Weatherby as a man who
end four children inieed him sad and fatal note for a tenant had lately dined 
on a "borrow-
there orl•• ,n,r, Inn ,̂hs ,To. in the apartment house at 950 
ed dinner," the one missing
Petb vieflme wore. frown •-, r Melrose. , from 
the searcher's refrigera-
ehtdeete at Douglass Pigh The victim was Robert Lee tor.
vemee eee eeitiee left hernee Jones, 44, who was stabbed to Among the group 
demanding
he eeerlueted and served a death as the holiday was to be that restitution be made for
tint in the U. S. Navy. He left concluded, by a neighbor, Hen- the chicken and
 dressing was
Ntiamphis about seven years rv Weatherby, who lived in an- Jones.
ago. other apartment at the address. 
Weatherby rushed to hi
Final rites for Mr. Miller. According to information apartment, g
ot his butcher
Were held on Sunday at the given officers, one of the ten- knife and 
stabbed Jones in the
.n.' Paul Baptist church at ants in the apartment came right 
side.
Mil Penelciee with the neetor,,home about 10 p. m. Christmas ADMITTED
 STABBING
Rev. J. E. Ferguson, ofticiet-inight to eat his holiday din- The victim 
managed to get
Ing. Interment was on Monday nor. When he got to the refrig- back to his
 apartment, but he
%retionel rometery. erator he found it as bare as WAS dead on arrival at Jo
hn
ala ewer*. were Thomas could be. 
Gaston hospital.
5.,„ „A Aire rie:,,,, Cr;-,,es Thinkinz that someone might Weatherby a d m i t t ed the
et teteeent-la tatee'rey S h d heve been alneing a joke on stabbing to notice, but stoutly
,,........ in eheeee et Sr. 1+`n. the wredri-be diner start- maintained that he did not take
ed running from door-to-door the missing chieken anti dress-
eele Si"", tete wifn sr.r1 In eeareh of his chieken end ing that precipiteted 
the mur-
elet Seee. t, Lea'er Is survived dressing and all of the trim- der.dir three eon, Fein Roneld and mines. survived by hisJones Is
Sera/ and * desighter. Sharon., Everyone he asked thougl.t wife, Mrs. Mildred 
Jones. and
e 
art esher reletieree. ,it was bad taste
 for anyone to other relatives. 
,
S W Qualls and etitnneny is remove the man's Christmas! T. H. Hayee
 and Sons Tuner-
in .charge of final rrange- dinner from his ice box. 
I al Home is in charge o1/4funeral
I Then stnieone put the finger arrangements. 
.
junior at Booker T. Washing-
ton High school, who is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Doris
Gibson, 1621 Victor St. Still
undecided about her euture
aspirations, she enjoys danc-
ing, reading and singing. Ame-
lia, who is a majorette and a
member of the Y-Teens at
school, attends Mt. Olive CME
See CONTEST, Page 2
Library Open House
The library staff at LeMoyne
NE 1 PAST Mt TS — Past presidents
of the Rufus .1. Hawkins Student chapter of
the National Education Association at Le-
Moyne were cited recently at a reception
held at the college. Front, left to right: MISS
Shirley Wilson. teacher at Wisconsin School;
Miss Elise (lox, teacher at Carver, and Mrs.
Geraldine Taylor, teacher at Georgia Avenue.
By M. L. REID
Jesse Grant, 72 - year - old
owner of Grant's Sundry store
at 161 McLemore, is always
nervous when the Christmas
season rolls around. He has
good reason: He has been
strong-armed twice during the
Rack row, left to right: Johnny Walston,
teacher at Carver; McAllister Waters, adver-
tising manager of the Tri-State Defender, and
Willie Terry. teacher at Melrose Junior high.
The chapter was organised by Mrs. Charlei P.
Roland, audio-visual instructor at LeMoyne.
I Photo by Hooks Bros.)
when a short dark youth came
into the store, and began gaz-
ing into the meat counter.
"I got up out of my rocking
chair, and Was about to say,
'Son, what cart I do for you',
when the door flew open
wain, and in walked a tall
light-skinned youth with a I was told that he was lying
black mask over the bottom in a path dead.
"The police took me to the
spot, and I recognized the dead
boy as the one that came in
just before the hold-up,"
Grant said.
The dead youth was later
identified as Freddie Harris,
15, of 4133 Edith. A .22 calibre
bullet hit him the lower part
of the black. He was buried at
Sardis, Miss.; last Sunday.
Arrested as the gun-wield- MONTGOMERY. Al a. —
ing hold-up man and charged Appealing a year-old ruling of
with attempted armed rob- Montgomery Circuit Court
bery, assault to murder and judge Walter B. Pones, NA-
carrying a pistol was the slain ACP general counsel, Robert•
youth's companion, Eddie Lee L. Carter rated for reversal
Harris, 17, of 525 Lucy. He is of the decree which imposes a
in Juvenile court awaiting a peen-Anent injunction on Asso-
hearing before Judge Eliza- elation activities in Alabama.
beth McCaih. A temporary injunction has
Grant said he later learned been in effect since June 1956.
that slain youth had been in, In areeiment before the Ala-
his establishment on Dec. 21 barns State Supreme Court
as an advance scout for theihere on Dec. 18, Carter said
robbery and he remembereclehat the ban on the NAACP
having seen him with a ban-lwas a punitive measure inas-
dage on his nose, much as the law requiring reg.
OUTWITTED HIM istration of out-of-state cor-
Back in 1960. Grant said a porations under which the m-
man came in the store and
ordered five cents worth of
crackers and then pulled a
sack out from beneath a navy
jacket and told him. "I have of state and—federal courts
a gun in this sack. This is a since 1956 when a temporary
hold-up!" ' iniun,tion Was tensed restrain-
"I told him, 'Well. you are ing the NAACP from doing
going to let me get the crack- beetoese. in Alah-irna. The U. S.
era for you, aren't you?' and Seneeme Court has twice re_
when he looked up I got the mPnrii.r1 the ,"so to lower
scales between us aud grab- courts for a trial nn its merits.
bed my pistol. In December , 1961, Judge
"As he was running out the Jones heard the rase a,
door, I shot at him. I don't tamed the state's polite ihr
know whether I hit him or the restraining inhinction,
not." he explained. nreeent anneal is from this
Grant said he was operting int
, scales , between himself and
the young bandit, he grabbed
the loaded revolver in his
'left hand, and ' began a sort
of "death dance" with him,
each knowing that the first
to show, up in the open might
be the one killed.
Suddenly the boy with the
of his face.
"I knew then he was a ban-
dit, and jumped behind the
scales, looking him dead in
the eye."
As soon as Grant got the
a fish store at Fourth and
Vance a few years ago when
three boys came in and tried
to get his money. He scuffled
with them and one of the boys
lost his cap with his name In
it as he scrambled out and was
picked up a short-while later.
All the youths were arrest-
ed and were sentenced to five
years to prison. Grant was
hurt in the scuffle and was
crippled for two months.
TAKES CHANCE
Asked why he takes such
chances instead of handing
over the money to hold-up,earlier, and as he was going
out the door he looked back men, Grant explained, "Well,
with a frown on his face and the way I look at it, robbers
ducked down are not just satisfied with
"I shot at them," Grant money. They generally end up
said, "but I did not know that killing the victims or hurting
I had missed the one with the them in some way.
"I am an old man, and Imask over his face and hit
the other boy in front until don't have too much longer to
live. These young guys haveabout four hours later when





junction was issued had not
been applied to any other non-
profit organization.
The case has been in and out
inteENDER
StorkStops
- AT E. H. CHUMP HOSPITAL
Dec. 13
I. Mr. and Mrs. Howard John-
.; von, 1483'4 Patton; boy, Stev-
e--ie Warren.
Dec. 14
Mr. and Mrs. Marcellu.s
Martin, 1861 Keltner, Apt. 8;
boy, Marcellus Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Ran-
dolph, 919 Walker; girl, An-
gela Faye.
Dec. 15
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Tay-
lor, 264 Edsel; girl, Orallie
Calrk.
Dec. II
Mr. aryl Mrs. Joe L. Rich-
mond, 1851,, Keltner cl., Apt.
6; boy, Prentis Lenard.
Dee. 17
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Con-
ner, 1437 Pillow; girl, Ruby
Andrew.
Dem. 111
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lamp-
kin, 1392 S. Wellington; boy,
Joseph Lamar.
Dec. 19
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Ma-
bry, 1885 Kletner cl., Apt. 1;
boy, James Franklin.




Mr. and Mrs. Trevola Burks,
812 N. Montgomery; boy, Ger-
ald Keith.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Shields,
1900 Hayes; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester L. Tay-
lor, 1916 Blair Hunt dr.; boy,
Jeffery Ledell.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Bai-
ley, 1914 Farrington; boy, Da-
vid Hal.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Chat-
pan, 378 S. Wellington; boy,
4ohn Len Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie L.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Jack-
son, 876 N. Seventh; boy, Jo-
seph Toriee.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl B. Ellis,
1114 Turley; boy, Earl Bradley
Jr.
Dec. 28
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Arm-
strong, 315 Crump; girl, Ka-
ern Lashun.
Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Harding, 672 Lipford; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Lovely Curtis,:
1466 Gold; boy, Lynch. 'MEMPHIS CO-ETTES — The Memphis Co-Ettes posed prettily in their pink
Winbush, 2564 Mt Moriah; a lor, 1505 Monsarrat; boy, Ter-
ay-
land white gowns at their fourth annual Charity Ball, "Pink Paradise," held in
.
boy. Iry Dwayne. 
IC. Arthur Bruce Hail, Thursday night, December 27. Shown seated left to right
Mr. and Mrs. Josephus Mr. and Mrs. George L. Bell,' are: Mae Byas, Maudette Brownlee. Veda Reeves, Twyla Miles, "Miss Co-E
tte of
Burnside, 866 Polk; a boy. 730 Wells; boy, Marty Yin- 1 1963." Lynn Ulen, Linda Hargraves and Julie Saville. Standing left to right
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander cent. are: Beverly Hooks, Lavern Brandon, Phoebe Weaver, Lydia Campbell, Sandra
Tollicoffer, 1601 Morris; boy, Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. gul-I 
Barry Coy. liven, 2363 Brooklyn; boy,'
Mr. and Mrs. Deloyd Miller, James Edward.
857 Marianna; a girl. Mr. and Mrs. Handy Be11,1
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ram- 1325 Latham; girl, Gladys Mae.
bo, 1179 S. Parkway; girl, Mar- Mr. and Mrs. Mary Yar-
garet Sue. brough, 1537 Boxwood; girl,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Edward, Melony Michelle.
306 Scott; boy, William Earl. Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Jones„
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Hayes, 719 Marble; a girl.
889 Bullington; girl, Jacque- Mr. and Mrs. Gussie L. Bar-
line Louise. chett, 3997 Raines; boy, Stan-
Dec. 24 ley Jerome.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hun-
ter, 2358 Brooklyn; girl, Un-
drena.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior L. Han-
cock, 4871 Terrell lane; boy,
Reginald Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. Fufus Bryant,
19 E. Colorado; girl, Eunice
Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie L.
Pulliam, 2222 Eldridge; girl,
Brenda Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie F. Wil-
son, 1365 Eloise; a girl.
Dee. 25
Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Brad-
ley, 716 Granada; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew L.
ardson, 1578 Humber girl, De-
metria Lynne.
Dec. 23
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd R. Jack-
son, 3025 Johnson; boy, Dar-
ryl Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Jones,
976 Texas; girl, Eulinda.
•Mr. and Mrs. William T.
Currie, 221 S. Wellington; boy,
Wayne Anthony.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Wallace,
16561/2 Itayburn; girl, Debbie
Lorraine.






This week our spotlight
shines so brilliant on the
captain and co-captain of the
Simmons, 1655 Ely; boy, Ken- Moseley, 440 E. Trigg; boy, Pep Squad. Tney 
are none
neth Levell. Andrew Lee Jr. other than Miss Vera 011ie and
Mr. and Mrs. Deamues Rich- Mr. and Mrs. John W. Bol- Miss Fannie Bush. Th
ey are
- — ton, 2143 Ethlyn; boy, Tony. both active in many school
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Bland, clubs. Miss 011ie resides at 1717
1048 Lavon; girl, Lisa Ann. Lucy with her parents, Mr. andContest Mr. and Mrs. Melvin L. An- Dee. 26 Mrs. Henry 011ie, and attendsRile Missionaly B a p t i s t
derson, 2385 Hunter; boy, Mel- Church. Miss B resides at
. (Continued From Page ,1) ' 
yin Lee Jr. 776 E. Person with rents,
I Mr. and Mrs. Larry T. Cole, Mr. and Mrs. John ush and
I
Mrs. Elmo Logan of 521 Lip- 1311 McMillan; boy, Larry Mi- also attends Rile M
i. ionary
Lord at. Eunice, who is very'chael. . Baptist Church. Thr
ee
active in her religious, social, Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah Bow- for Miss 011ie and Miss Bush.
and civic organizations enjoys man, 1444., David; boT, Roy- -: NOTE OF THE WEEK
r: riusic, and da nein . I Anthony. lZo all the Coeds and Gents
' Mr. and) Mrs. Jets A.
FIRST ES I w o are popular. rememberConfer. 415t Wellingt ; boy,
Other ntestante who ha e this just because you are popu-'Derrick Dewayne.
registere in the contest are' ler, think of who stood by; Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Bogard, '
as follows: I 1114 Tully; boy, Leroy Jr.
your side before you were
Miss Sandra White, 17, of, Mr and Mrs. Sammie L.
popular and who was with you
. 
961 Clack Place, a senior atWi' cks, 801 LeMoyne pk.; boy,
through thick and t h i n.
Booker T. Washington High Randy. your friend
s — also remember
school. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Baker, this 
popularity won't buy
Miss Mary Towns, 18, of 272 Bertha; girl, Treneatha. 
friendship.
1544 Locust st., a graduate of' Mr. and /litecTh'essr.e. Hun- CLUB NEWS
'Doui,lass High school. 'ter, 1980 Jefferson; boy, Tops in clubs are t h e
Miss Patricia Cummings, 17,1George Jr. Counts, Elks, Esquires, Deb-
of 3088 Ford road, a junior at Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Teens, King Gents, Imperial
Mitchell High. 'Thomas, 382 Vance; boy, Bob- Gents;
Miss Earnestine McGhee, 17. by. JIVE SEVEN FROM 11-12
of 368-F. S. Lauderdale, a se- Mr. and Mrs. James H. Da- 1. Robert Miller 2. Larry
nior at Booker T. Washington via, 4150 LeMoyne dr.; boy, Braddock 3. R. E. Freeman 4.
High school. Danny Bernard. William Vann 5. Jerry Smith
Miss Evelyn Dailey. IR- - f- o- , Mr. and Mrs. Charles M..6.. Harry Hunt 7.Joseph Y
oung
Louisville, Miss., a freshman Brown, 2584 Warren; girl, Por- Probationary I. Billy Gray 2.
at Henderson Business college. tia Denise. Harold Gardner
Miss Gloria Jean Woodard, Doc. 27 SWINGING CHIT-CHAT
17. of 491 Simpson ave.. a Mr: and Mrs. James Carson, Marie Anderson and Daisy
-senior at Carver High school. 298 Dixie Mall; boy, Gregory Crawford are swinging around





iness college, of Greenwood. 
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Hemp- club. Edgar Ware is Do
rothy
,Stanberry the only one. Gloria
ton, 5939Hamlet; boy, Lanes-Miss. 'Fleming and Jewel Berry are
Miss Shirley Smith, 18, a:ton Arthur. Ideal couples. Iris Corpal is it
freshman of Henderson Busi-H Mr. and Mrs. Isaacs M. Rog- Fred Dorse Isaac Knox, or
ness college, of Hazelhurstjers, 316 Linden; boy, Terence William Horton. Why is Doro-
Miss. ;Alan.   thy Prachett so deep in love
 with Douglass Bobo. Hunt for
the best says Mary Pettis
(Johnny Hunt). Watch the
out-of-sight play boys: I. Len-
ord Ward 2. Oscar Reed, 3.
Howard Finley 4. Roy (Tiger)
Jones. Vera 011ie's eyes are
looking into Melvin Carter's



















C. T. Paige Marjorie Ulen




STARS FOR I...MOYNE —
Willie W. Herenton, a Memph.
ian and senior at LeMoyne, is
starring at one of the forward
posts this season on the col-
loge's basketball team. Heran-
to has been an Important cog
an the Magicians' five victories,
proving an excellent shot and
a dependable man in the re-
bound department.
- -
COLLEGE AND PREP SET — Members of the college and prep school set at-
tending the Co-Ettes "Pink Paradise" ball are shown posing with "Miss Co-
Ette." Left to right they are: William 0. Speight, III, Wooster Prep; Beverly
Allen, "Miss Freshman" of LeMoyne, Edward Harris, Tennessee State university;
Samuel Goodloe, Howard university; William T. Brodnax. Jr., Xavier university;
Paulette Brinkley, Howard university; and an Honorary Co-Ette; Genard Butler,
'MISS CO-ETTE' AND
Line Alles,
SATURDAY, JANUARY 5, 1963
Taylor, Avar Hurd, Sallye June Bowman, Anne Burford, Priscilla Marr, Myrna
Williams, first alternate to Miss Co-Ette, Brenda Ann Sawyer, Elice Reese, Carnal
Harrison, second alternate to Miss Co-Ette, Jacquelyn Young, member of the
court, Ricki McGraw. Wandra Johnson, Carolyn Brandon, Jacquelyn Brodnax,
president, and Roger House. (Withers Photo).
of New York and a Howard University student; Junienne Briscoe, University of
Indiana; William n Lowe, Milford Prep; Twyla Miles, "Miss Co-Ette." Joe Carter,
Rosanna Quinn, Walter Evans, Howard University: Yvonne Jordan, and Hon-
orary Co-Ette, Tennessee State llivereity: Floyd Price, Tenessee Mete University.
Joan Hargravves, an Honorary Co-Ette, Morgan State College. Partially hidcien
is James S. Byaa, Jr., of Dickinson College.
Co-Ettes Hold Fourth Annual
Charity Ball At Bruce Hall
Howard university; Yvonhe
Jordan, freshman at Tennes-
see A. and I. State university;
Jana Davis, freshman at the
University of Indiana; and
Joan Hargraves, freshman at
Morgan State college; and
sang the club hymn.
The Co-Ettes and their et-
corts were: Jacquelyn Brod-
nax and Bernard Johnson, Co-
rolyn Brandon and Carl Bow-
'man, Elice Reese and William
'Brodnax, Myrna Williams a4
'Frank Yates. Sandra Tayirt
and Staten Parham, Ricki
Graw and Floyd Price, Az
Burford and James S. B
Phoebe Weaver and Charles
B,raham, Angela Flowers
Charles Graham, Carita Hagi
rison and Marvin Bledsoe,
Mae Byas and McKinley But;
ler, Roger House and Thomas
Elrod, Lydia Campbell and
Richard Johnson, Veda Reeves
and Otis Britt, Maudette
Brownlee and Ronald Green.
Beverly Hooks and Kenneth
Porter, Aver Hurd and Quincy
Billups, Laverne Brandon arid
Rudy Best, Julie Saville and
Eureal Adams, Linda Hake
graves and Edward Harris,
Lynn Ulen and James Ellie,
Wandra Johnson and Charles
Diggs, Twyla Miles add
George Lowe, Priscilla Marr
and James Parker, Sallye June
Jacqueline Brodnax, one of Bowman and Walter Evans,
the most outstanding Co-Ettes Brenda Sawyer and Ernest
because she held the title of Bell, Jacquelyn Young and
"Miss Co-Ette and president O'Leary Ankton.
of her chapter, presented a OT14e;11 GUESTS
check for $1.250 to the United
Negro College Fudn. Other guests 
and chaperons
COURT — Tyla Be- hers of her court shown giving their smiling PASTEL PINK in
cluded: Mr. and Mrs. Louis
"Miss Co-Ette of 1983" is shown approval are left to right: Carita Harrison, This donation makes the
being crowned by her predecessor Jacquelyn second alternate. and Myrna Williams, first club's total contribution for
Ann Brodnax. "Miss Co-Ette of 1962." Mem- alternate, the past
 four years, $2,550.
One of the highlights of the
ball 'was the announcing of
'Miss Co-Ette." Maudette
firownlee, co-chairman, pre-
sented "Miss Co-Ette" and
her court: "Miss Co-Ette,"
Twyla Miles; first alternate,
Myrna Williams; second al-
ternate, Cants Harrison; and
Jacquelyn Young as a mem-
ber of the court. •
Elegantly attired in pastel
pink and white formal gowns
the Co-Ettes were presented
by Miss Erma Laws, the club
sponsor. The girls then form-
ed a ;circle and were joined
by the honorary Co-Ettes:
Paulette Brinkley, freshman-at
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
AUTO LIABILITY INSURANCE - ANY LEGAL DRIVER
YOU ARE NEITHER TOO OLD NOR TOO YOUNG
DK Automobile Insurance
COLUMBIAN TOWER JA 6-8977
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Dotsons Find 'No Room In The
,Inn' in Memphis Of 1962
"And they found no room in Inn with their invitation from
the inn." Connie Mack, the vice presi-'
This sounds like the exper_ dent in charge of public rela-
ience of Mary and Joseph in tions for the concern.
1Bethlehem on that first Christ- Arriving at the Inn, the
mas of long ago. couple was stopped at the door.'
But at is not. The scene was Dotson said a "glib individ-
Memphis, the year was 1962, ual" greeted them cordiallt
and the couple for whom no and said, "Oh, we would be so'
room was found in the inn happy for you to come in and'
were Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Dot- take part in everything, but
son of 1089 Beech at, this affair is only for persens{
' According to Dotson vice who have purchased land in,
president of the 14th Ward California. Have you madel
Civic Club, he received an in- your purchase?"
vitation to the Cape Coral Re- Dotson said he had to admit
'ception to be held at Holiday that he had not bought any
,Inn at 3728 Lamar ave., and California real estate, but the
'decided to take Hs wife since invitation made.noamention of
the invitation stated he could the Far Western state.
bring a guest. "It was only a method to
On Monday, Dec. 17, Mr. and keep us Negroes out," Dotson
'Mrs. Dotson wer.t to Holiday report.
By PHOEBE WEAVER
An evening of enchantment,
a brilliant success and a "Pink
Paradise," de:scribe the Fourth
Annual Charity Ball held by
the Memphis Chapter of the
Co-Ette Club Inc. at Le Moyne
College's Bruce Hall, Thurs-
day night, Dec. 27.
The festivities began at
8:30 and lasted until 12:30 dur-
ing this time everyone en-
joyed the beautiful pink dec-
orations and the music pre-
sented by the Impalas. Twenty
seven mannequins dressed in
pink representing the Co -
Ettes( a silver Christmas tree
decorated with pink balls, and
the other decorations all help-
ed to create the perfect pink
setting.
The main feature of the ball
was the presentation of their
donation to the United Negro
College Fund. Carolyn Brand-
on, chairman of the charity
ball, presented the guest of
honor who included: Elder
Blair T. Hunt, pastor of Mis-
sissippi Blvd. Church and Spe-
cial Deputy of the Juvenile
Court; Dr. Hollis F. Price,
president of Le Moyne col-
elge; Frank J. Lewis, princi-
pal of Grant elementary
school and city chairman of
the United Negro College
Fund drive.
While leaving, Dotson said
he overheard a woman who
had been reluctant to get out
of her car say, "What's those'
niggers doing here?" and the
man replied, "Don't let it wor-
ry you. He just wanted to see
D s
someone who's not here."
B. Hobson, Mrs. Whittier
Sengstacke, Mrs. Charlest
Miles, Mrs. J. P. Shannon,
ge
and Mrs. James S. Byes,
A. B. Hargraves, Mrs A. F.
Saville, Mr. 'and Mrs. William
T Brodnax, Mrs. Marjorie I.
Ulen, Dr. and Mrs. Hollis
Price, Elder Blair T. Hunt, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Lewis, Melt
Oscar Crawford, Mrs. Frieda
Marr, Mrs. Henry Jaakson --
Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Brandon, •
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McGraw,
Mrs. Vera Johnson,
Mrs -Webb, Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Williams, Mr. Clairborne
Davis, Mrs. Ida Mae Flythe,
Mrs. George Brownlee, Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Sims. Mrs,
Phillip Booth and her brother
Mr. Chistopher Rouhlac from
Philadelphia, Mrs. Mary How-
ard from Los Angeles, Cal.;
Dr. and Mrs. S. G. Harris ,from
Chicago, Ill., Mrs. Jerry C.
Johnson, Mrs. Aubrey Turner,
Mr. Oliver Johnson, Mrs. R
by H. Garlison, Prof. Pe
Milligan from Southern
eersity. Raton Rouge, Louisi-
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It SOME SOCIAL CIRCLES writers of this column, we
&were muttering about "how have hesitated to mention him
I previously it is this Christmas."reviou because our boss
is always shunning publicity.re,*There appeared to have been A PROMINENT MINISTERSrnany parties, dances, dinners, HERE said last week thatetc. But even we must admit "Memphis Negroes should con-
that there was a lack of gaiety solidate some of their church-
despite all of the festive trim- es." We add "amen reverend."
;flings. There are too many churches.
es' SOMETHING NEW — The of the same denomination, too
'Memphians which is a social near each other, serving too
few people to justify the to-
tal cost of continuing opera-
tion without become burden-i
some to members. Economi- 
A CANDY HOUSE was presented to Radio
catty, it is not good business 
Station WDIA as a gift from the youngsters
in face of the fact that the at the Keel Ave. School for Crippled Children.
IT WAS NOTICED that spiritual needs of the same The station furnishes transportation for the
there was a wild exchange of number of people can be sup_ children on special buses. From left are
gifts immediately after Christ- plied with less total expense. Brenda Johnson, Theo "Bless My Bones"
mas. The exchange was taking
place at the various stores Pe Gaulle Plansdowntown. Many received
gifts they did not want or ••• se"
need. in visit Africa
YOU CAN'T KEEP A PARIS — (UPI)—President
GOOD WOMAN DOWN, Mrs. Cherlee De Gentle plans visits
Johnnetta Walker Kelso Ho. to Africa. the Middle East, the
zay can 'attest to that. Despite Soviet Union a n d Latin
having her leg in a cast, re- America during the final three
covering from a fractured years of his term of office.
bone, she appeared at a party French government source,
did the "twist" while dressed said.
in a flaming red dress, a red De Gaulle does not plan to By) BOB HUNTER
shoe, and with a red purse. make any of these projected ,
GENERAL MANAGER OF trips before mid-1963, officials Just about 
this time
said. His seven-year term ends every yea r 'soothsayers
at the beginning of 1966. stop "soothing" long enough
club of distinguished local
men—gave a "swinging" cock-
.ail party last Saturday. The
':something new" about the
party was "it was given be-
fore New Year's Eve.
Wade. driver of the station's first "Goodwill
Bus"; Bert Ferguson, executive vice presi-
dent of broadcasting station; Mrs. Alma
Booth, principal of the school, and Elorine
Grandberry. WDIA presented a Christmas
party for the 92 students at the school on





FT. SLOCUM, N. Y. — Air-
;man First Class Marcellus Jet.
fries Jr., of Merneihis, Tenn.,
has, completed the United
'States Air Force technical
training course for information
specialists here.
Airman Jeffries received
ecademic training and practical
work in news writing, public
speaking, radio and television
ti•chniquee, news photography
and Air Force information pol-
icies.
He is returning to K. I.
Sawyer AFB, Mich., where he
will serve as editor of the base i
newspaper.
The airman, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Mareellus Jeffries Sr., of
2640 Supreme ave., Memphis,
is a graduate of Melrose High
school.
Fitterfain Al Party
I;nr Out-Of-TownersHigh Points Of Show Biz In 62 Mr. and Mrs. William T. Sim-
•
From Russ To Bossa Reviewe
ets one of the town's "swing- rrest 2 More In Miss
THIS NEWSPAPER, Whittier
Sengstacke, Sr., who is gen-
erally a very quiet, business- •
like man, shunning publicity, •
A •ingest" when it comes to4ncing. During a recenst par-
tr, he "was the most." As For Boycott Action
4/110NORED IN LABRADOR —
Airman First Class John H.
.Hope, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
John II. Hope, Sr., of 3839
Barron st., was officially de-
signated as t'Squadron Airman
of the Month," in the month
of Decemb?r at the 1932nd
Communications squadron in
Labrador. For being chosen for
the honor, he received cuff
links and tie clasp with the
Mr Force Service crest and A
framed picture of himself. Air-
man Hope is a 1956 graduate
ea Melrose High school.
National Essay
Contest For
.junk; Dinah Washington failed
to find her eighth husband;
iMiles Davis refrained from
fighting policemen and Dexter
,Gordon returning to the scene.
It'll also be remembered for
that sensational Villa Venice
riot headed by Sammy Davis,
Frank Sinatra and Dean Mar-
tin. The owner of the club made
so much money he look off on
a six-month vacation, says
he'll re-open next spring.cored tour behind the iron cur-, JACKSON, Miss. — Two 'Gandhi Society for Human
more students have 
Pyle'Bights, affiliated with the tai 
Sarah Vaughan made head-:, 
Mochine Exploresn. The Russian trip was a lines . y splitting with hubbyb been,Southein Christian Leadership tremere.ous success attendance-
!Conference (SCLC), have ask-
ed for transfer of the cases to
the U. S. courts. State courts
have held up action until the
Federal Court here decided if
it will take charge.
Meanwhile, the Salters and
the students were freed under
cash bonds provided by the
NAACP, the Gandhi Society
and the Southern Conference
Educational Fund (SCEF), an
integration group based in
New Orleans.
"One of the very basic rea-
sons the boycott is developing
quickly into an excellent suc-
cess is because of the unified
organizational front which has
developed el with the movement."'
says the official bulletin of the
North Jackson Youth Council ,
i(NAACP).
FIND BULLET HOLES
' Three nights before Christ-
mas, holes were found in a
window and screen at the Sal-
ters' home. It appeared that a ,
bullet had been fired through
them, but no shot was heard
and no bullet was found.
If a bullet went through the.
holes, it narrowlyd the
Salters' nine-month-old daugh-
ter. who was asleep in a bed
by the window.
A sign was found on the
Salters' lawn which read: "San-
ta Claus — Boycott Tougaloo!,
mons of Worthington Circle
entertained at their Spanish-
• tpye home at a cocktail party.
Among guests attending the
p;.:rty — and doing the "twist"
were: Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pat-
terson, Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Worthy, Stanley Hubbard, Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Pointer of Wat-
erloo, Iowa, Mrs. Elnora Bad-
ger of Milwaukee, Wis., Cloy
!Shaw. Mrs. Louise Walker, Mrs.
IMildred Jones, T. Donald Wil-
liamson. Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
1Jerry Fanion, Mrs. Hattie
House and Theddeus T. Stokes.
Simmons is the owner of
Simons ar Associeles real es-
t ete company.
arrested for picketing
downtown stores that dis-
criminate against Neg r o
workers and consumers. This
increased to eight the number
of persons jailed for promoting
a boycott of Capitol at. mer-
chants.
I Miss Done Ladner, 20, of
Hattiesburg, Mies., and Charles
Bracey, 18, of Jaekson, were
arrested in front of the F. W.
Woolworth store. They carried
signs saying "Boycott Capitol
Street — Buy Elsewhere." The
formal charge was obstructing
the sidewalk.
This was the same charge
placed against four other stele
dents, a white professor, and
his wife after they were jailed
Dec. 12. All of those arrested
are from Tougaloo Southern
Christian College at nearby
Tougaloo.
ADVISERS TO GROUP
The professor and his wife,
John R. and Eldri Salter, are
advisers to NAACP youth
groups taking part in the cam-
paign. The Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SN-
CC) and CORE are also part of
the movement.
Picketing by Me Salters and
four of the students signaled
the start of the boycott, which
has been described as 60 per
cent effective.
Some white residents of
Jackson are said to be support-
ing the effort.
On the other :.and, several of
NAAPWT, National Advance-
ment Association for the Poor
White Trash Merry Christmas,
White Folks."
f the boycotted businesses arereported to be big contributors 4-r1 Teens From
NEW YORK — A nationwide
Emancipation Proclamation es-
say contest for junior and sen-
ior high school students was
announced here this week by
Roy Wilkins. NAACP execu-
tive secretary.
Wilkins stressed that the
NAACP-snonsored competition,
La open to all youngsters. Di-
rector of contest is Dr. John}
dope Franklin. chairman. de-
etartment of history, Brooklyn
colleee, and Dr. Bruce Catton,
noted Civil War historian.
They will be assisted by Cal-
vin Banks, NAACP program
director.
e contest is being held in
two parts. The junior high toles:
ic is "What the Emancipation
Proclamation Has Meant to
America." The senior subject
is "America, One Hundree
Years After the Emencipation
Proelemation."
AkeeFirst nrize is $500. second
alleriese $250. and third nriee.
$100, in each group. Winners
will be aenreinced on Jule 4
1963. in Chicaeo at the 54th
,NAACP aeomal convention.
Junior hieh students are
eeked to sehmit essays of no
lea than 800 words and no
more than 1,200 words. Senior
high school essays must not
be less than 1,200 words nor
more tlian 1.500 words. All es-
eays must submitted on or





Local I long Distant.*
I BR 4-0942 I
911 Raynor St.
to the White Citizens Councils
of America. which has its na-
tional headquarters here.
Mayor Allen Thompson has
publicly stated that he will
line Capitol Street with 1.000
policemen if necessary to stop
nickel)
LIBERTIES VIOLATED
The boycotters contend that
their arrest for picketing vio-
lates liberties guaranteed un-
der the First Amendment to
the U. S. Constitution. This
guarantees freedom of religion,
speech, press, peaceful assem-
bly, and petition.
Therefore, attorneys for the
"--irOons Jobs 1
WASHINGTON — Labor
Secretary W. Willard Wirtz
proposed banning employment
of 16 and 17-year-olds in haz-
ardous excavation operations.
The action followed reports
of death and injuries to mi-
nors from cave-ins and other
mishaps in excavation work.
Before Wirtz' proposal be-
comes final, a public hearing
will be held here Feb. 5 by
the Bureau of Labor Stand-
ards.
Wherever the choice is
equal homemakers
choose FOREST HILL '14 8.„,






NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
to look back for a fleeing
moment at last year's
events.
There are many things that
happened fur which the enter-
tainment world can be proud
and many others which should
cause some to hang their heads
in shame.
For the first time in the his-
tory of jazz, Benny Goodman
led a StateD t s n-
wise, but only so-.so from the
standpoint of quality.
Later, it was admitted that
Count Baste or Duke Ellington
would have been more repre-
sentative jazzically speaking.
Besides inner rumblings in the
Goodman group (mutiny vir-
tually occurred on the last day
of the trek) a faux pas was
committed when Joya Sherrill
sang "Katyusha" in Georgia.
the home of the now despised
Joseph Stalin. The natives there
are generally unhappy about
Russia; consequently, they saw
"red" when Miss Sherrill sang
the tune.
DIAHANN SCORES
On Broadway Dialiann Car-
roll drew raves for her role in
"No Strings." Richard Rodgers,
who wrote the play especially
for her, said that he wanted
her to get the part if a movie
was made of the bit.
But things being as they are
in Hollywood, Miss Carroll was
ditched in favor of Actress
Nancy Kwan. The reason. Miss
Kwan is better known. At
least that's what Seven Arts,
the producers contend.
The startling thing about the
entire matter is the fact that it
happened at a time when such
criers pr Sidne, Pouter, Sammy
Davis Jr.. and Miss Carroll
were vigorously protesting the
large scaie racial discrimination
in the entertainment world.
Out in Las Vegas the first
annual jazz festival almost be-
came the last. The event was a
success musically, but laid a
financial peg. Such gainte as
Dizzy Gillespie. Roland Kirk,
Oscar Peterson, Cannonball Ad-
derley and Art Blakey "bomb-
ed" in the desert.
BOSSA NOVA
1962 will be remembered as
the year that Leonard Feather
went to Moscow; Dizzy got his
tilted horn back (it was stolen
in 1961); Stan Getz introduced
bossa nova and leaped all the
way to the top of Downbeat's
Readers' Poll on tenor sax:
Basic played Chicago six times
within the space of one month;
Gene "Jug" Ammons got sen-
tenced to prison again for using
—
Clyde Atkins; then more head-
lines when Dinah Washington
had to act as referee during a
Birdland "bout" between the
pair. Ray Charles broke all
records everywhere he ap-
peared, his asking price for a
,week's stand going up into the
$40,000 class.
LOS ANGELES, 1UP11
i The president of a sportsweei
shop said he was totaling hi
:Christmas business when the
adding machine kept printing
1E99,000, exploded flames from
its electrical connection and
set fire to the shop. Damage




CHAMPAIGN, Ill. -- I
(UPI) — Before the end of
this decade segregation in
housing will be virtually
unknown, Morris Milgram,
president of Modern Commu-
nity Developers, Inc., said.
Milgram, whose firm builds
only integrated housing. told
j1,200 delegates to the National
1Student Assembly of the YM-
CA and the YWCA that before
the decade ends, three-fourths
of the states will have Fair
Employment Practices Acts.
He also predicted that dis-
crimination in restaurants,
hotels and motels would van-
ish.
Delegates representing 50
states and 53 nations are par-
ticipating in the assembly,
which opened at the Univer-
sity of Illinois and will con-
tinue until Jan. 2.
Milgram told delegates his
predictions would come true if
they continued to participate
in efforts to secure equal jus-
tice through sit-ins, walk-ins
and "quietly living your be-
liefs day by day."
"In the next 25 years I ex-
pect to see a virtual disap-
pearance of involuntary seg-
BROOK'S
LAUNDRY
1420 DAVIS ST. BR 6-3481





"WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN OUR FIELD"
regation in employment, while
still practiced by some, will
be virteally unknown in top
posts as world competition, as
well as world public opinion,
forces us to hire on ability,"
he added.
Gem For Gem Of Sheriff
LINCOLN, Ill., (UPI) — The
people of Logan County think
they have a real gem of a
sheriff in Kenneth E. Zimmer-
man.
POSTAI, WORKER RETIRES — Harvey A. Doran, center,
elevator operator in the Main Post Office In the Federal
Building, retired on Dec. 31, 1962, after 39 years and
one month of service. Employees of the Regional office
presented him with a cash contribution in recognition of
his long and faithful service. He is shoats above with
Postmaster A. I,. Moreland, left, and Percy I.. Coleman,
deputy regional director, a ho made the presentation.




INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. - - )UPI) An international
fraternity of Negro college men was urged by Oov. Mat-
thew E. Welsh to "neither seek nor accept any position, ad-
vancement or recognition as a gift."
Welsh addressed a noon luncheon of the 51st annual
conclave of the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity at which Negro
undergraduates In colleges throughout the country were
honored.
"When a job is given to a man or a woman only be-
cause of the color of his skin, it is just as bad as when it is
denied only because of that color," Welsh said. "Discrim-
ination is practiced both ways. Negroes are given jobs .
remember given, not earned .. . for %V hich they are not
qualified, Just as they are dented jobs for which they have
the education end ability."
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Got a cold? 666 cold medicine will
NOW TREAT ALL
COLD SYMPTOMS
666 gives extra-fast decongestant action because it's
liquid, no waiting to dissolve. Keeps you"regular"too.
There ars 5 major symptoms of •
cold: stuffiness, achiness, fever,
constipation, and general "sick-
feeling." 666, the time-tested and
proven cold medicine, fights all 5.
No "one-ingredient" product can
do this. 666 was made especially
for colds.., and only for colds. It
really works!
The fast decongestant action of
666 works through the blood
stream ...reaching places where





sibly reach. Its gentle laxative ac-
tion keeps you "regular" during
this critical time. The unexcelled
effectiveness of 6n0 has bean
proven to thousands of users.
When you have • cold, take
666, and see what real relief can be
like. Satisfaction guaranteed ...
or your money back. At all drug
counters, only 49f. If you prefer
tablets, take 666 cold tablets.
same fast relief. Convenient sad
economical, too.
Make Yourself Happy!
Call ORIOLE DRUGS For
FAST, FREE, CITY WIDE
1014 MISSISSIPPI
DELIVERY ON PRESCRIPTIONS, DRUGS,
AND SUNDRY NOTIONS








6:30 to 8:30 & 11 to 12 30
CANE COLE
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Founder Tells Why National
Prayer Week Was Originated
By EDGAR T. STEWART
National Prayer Week will
be observed this year from
Jan. 6 through Jan. 12. It in-
cludes the first Sunday and all
of that following week.
The unique thing about Na-
tional Prayer Week is that it
may be observed in any place
kncl requires no money at all.
Why is National Prayer
Week needed? Well, the coun-
try is at the crossroads and
Christianity is behind schedule.
After nearly 2.000 years since
Christ, the world is still large-
ly non-Christian, and its pop-
ulation is increasing faster
than Christianity. In our own
,country it is said that crime is
advancing faster than Chris-
tianity.
National Prayer Week began
in 1954 after I had been invited
to speak during such weeks as
ist ors, Week," "Business
Week," "Health Week" and
"Uther weeks. A schoolteacher
lt the time, I thought that per-
haps we were ignoring the
main week, one for prayer.
WROTE ABOUT IT
That same year I wrote to
a national newspEper concern-
ing the idea, and I asked the
readers to write and tell me
what they thought about the
idea. A number of them
thought it was an excellent
- idea. Only one said he thought
it would do no good.
Later I wrote to other news- Job, but I then read it.
papers and asked leaders of. Jab was a wealthy and pow-
several different denominations erful man. I was neither
to implement it, because I felt
a layman could not do as an w
ealthy nor powerful. I had a
effective job. All thought it a college and law-degree, a cer-
good idea, but they suggestcd tificate in economics and one
that someone else do it. in article writing, a home, a
Since then I have been hap- car, a small bank account and
py they refused, because it a job as a school teacher.
would have been natural for HAD SOME TRIALS
them to make it denomination- Like Job, I have gone
al. I have been pushing the through a series of trials that
idea since 1954. seem hard to bear. In 1958 I
One night I became deathly lost one leg, and in 1960 I lost
ill. I prayed and prayed with the other. I had planned to be-
no result. Then I thought: come a lawyer and journalist,
"Suppose there is nothing up but this was now out. There
there?"
THOUGHT OF JOB 
were so many temptations
around me that I felt like an
My mind went back to my island surrounded by sin.
Bible reading. I had read all Job kept the faith, and I de-
of the New Testament, several cided to do so too.
in the Old Testament, a part
of the Jewish Talmude and a 
Although I do not know
part of the Mohammedan Ko- what 
the future holds for me,
ran.
I find happiness in doing some-
I prayed some more. I said thing for 
God and my fellow-
to myself. "I can't stand this. 
man.
I don't have the patience of What would like for each
Job." I then got ready for my person to do during the 
next
last prayer and said. "Glory, seven years is to write seven
Love, Reverence and Unlimit- persons each year 
regarding
ed Power to Thee forever." National Prayer Week and
Immediately t h e sickness carry on for the rest of his life.
left me like a curtain rising on Pray for the things you see
is stage. Something said to me, that need prayer. If you see
"Who are you to say that you nothing, pray that we be not
do not have the patience of destroyed by the five great de-
Job?" ',stroyers: hate, envy, prejudice,
I had never read the Book of ignorance and love or money.
ANNUAL CHRISTMAS VISIT to the Frank
Toby Children Hospital is being made by the
above members of the Mallory Knights Chari-
ty club which always give candy and toys to
patients at Christmas time. Above with gifts
CO-ETTES PRESENT $1,250 — The Memphis
Co-Ettes presented $1.250 to the United Ne-
gro College Fund at their fourth annual
Charity Ball, "Pink Paradise" at C. Arthur
Bruce Hall, Thursday night. December 27.
1162. Shown presenting the cheek to Frank
.1. Lewis, chairman of the UNCF drive, is
Jamaica To Get TV
many cases overlooked on that day
children, is Mrs. Bessie Stewart
government by ‘N inning con-
Americans Working In Africa verts to the Bana'i World Faith
BOSTON — A Boston Uni- ery also heads, offers train-
versity African affairs special-
ist, Dr. John D. Montgomery
of Newtonville, Mass., associ-
ate director of Boston Univers-
ity's African Studies Program,
will leave early in January for
Nigeria to develop special
courses for Americans working
in that country.
He will visit newly-founded
universities in each of the
country's three regions where
he hopes to establish a two-
week orientation course for
the 100 Americans arriving
each year.
Dr. Montgomery will spend
some time at the University
College of Ibadan in the east-
ern region, the University of
Nsukka in the western region,
and the university in the
northern region.
These Americans are in the
country to administer techni-
cal assistance and other for-
eign aid projects and render
advice to the Nigerian gov-
ernment.
The courses will offer in-
struction on Nigerian govern-
ment policy and organization
and will explore the country's
cultural, economic and social
environment.
They will be taught by fa-
culty members of the respec-
are the president of the club, Rev. D. E. Her- tive universities while regular
ring (right) and the club's treasurer, Rodg- classes are not in session.
ers Doughtery. Club members also distribute Dr. Montgomery plans to
gifts to the youngsters at Juvenile Court. spend from four to six weeks
in Nigeria. His trip is being
undertaken as part of a con-
tract between the university
and the Agency for Interna-
tional Development of the
U.S. Department of State.
Under the agreement, the
Center for Development Re-
search and Training of the
University's African Studies
Program which Dr. Montgom-
Jacquelyn Ann Brodnaz, president of the Co-
Ettes. Giving their approval are Miss Erma
Lee Laws, club sponsor. Elder Blair T. Hunt,
outstanding UNCF worker, and Dr. Hollis F.
Price, president of LeMoyne college (Withers
Photo). •
Station In August, '63
NEW YORK—Jamaica, that
beautiful island of sun and
fun, will get a new television
station on August 6. 1963.
Together with new outlets
due next year in Sierra Le-
one, the Ivory Coast and Eden,
Television International En-
terprises will have program-
ming and advertising sales
representation for eight corn ,
mercial TV stations.
'Tile company has been func-
tioning for more than two
years, but it is only in the last
few months that it has become
actively involved in the plan-
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operation of commercial TV
and radio stations in various
parts of the world.
At present it is linked to
, st:tions in Kenya, Trinidad,
Gibralter and Federal Niger-
ia.
I In the programming field,
TIE retains the right exclu-
lions with which it is associ-
ated with film material. This
involves 1,500 half-hour shows.
, Two-thirds of the film out-
put is acquired from British
sources and the remainder
from the U.S.
An innovation to be tried
out early in the New Year, is
an annual conference of all
'station managers and, or, pro-
gram controllers of all the
stations which TIE represents.
The first such conference,
planned for next February,
sively to service' all the sta- will take place in Kenya.
Choir Robes, Pulpit, academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Plate 'Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
24$ Vane. Ave. JA 7-9320
M•nsphis, T fffff so•
Cowpony Makes What You Ask For And
Creates Whet You Think Of"
Now You Know
Neon, one of the "rare"
gases of the atmosphere, was
discovered in 1898 by Sir W.
Ramsay and M. W. Travers.
Through the years it became
popularly known because of
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WIITE ifit FIFE CATALOi 497
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
791 Has..N.E. 77 Alabama St, S.M.
1Pashingtm,D.C, Attests 1, gurgle
ing services and advice
through the agency in con-
nection with African opera-
tions.
Dr. Montgomery is the auth-
or of the recent book, "The






Th.,. Is • reason why peapl•
Illt• to do Itueln••• with ye. You,
too, will Ilk. our courtecou• treat-
ment and desire to help you.
"Op.,,Thuraday and Friday
Nights Until 7,00 P.M.
Saturday• 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIF FINANCE CO.
Hen,. Owned • Morns Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
W. Ilk• to may y•s to your
loan riequint"
Examln•d and Supat.s•.: s.
fh• Sfar• D•porfrnenf of
Insurant• and BanlqIng.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. main, JA 1-8511
152 Million, JA 5-1111
lished last month for the
Council on Foreign Relations.
He is also the author of the
work, "Forced to Be Free,"
and the chapter, "Public In-
terest in the Ideologies of Na-
tional Development," in the







among the Moslem populous.
The charges also included the
acomsation that the Baha'is
part of a political plot to over-
throw the government, and that
they attacked Islam (Morocco
is a Moslem church-state).
"The Baha'i World Faith is
a religion of peace. It shuns all
things political," H. B. Kaye-
lin, chairman of the Baha'i In-
AIDING THE ELDERLY at Christmas, who
are In
in favor of
of 1I397 Farrington, standing third from right.
Taking her advice from the Bible. which
Idirects one to remember those who are not
in position to repay, Mrs. Stewart invites
the lame, the halt and the blind to her real-
-
dence when she "maketh a feast," and
Is seen here with her neighbors, whom she
invited to Christmas dinner. As busy as an
ant in summer, Mrs. Stewart raises enough
food and freezes and cans it to last all year.
On the table here are two small watermelons
she saved for Christmas and her guests.
(Mark Stansbury Photo)
Baha'i Appeals




tal organization accredited to
the United Nations, has ap-
pealed to the United Nations
for help in stopping the perse-
cution of the members of the
Baha'i religion in Morocco.
A telegram has been sent to
United Nations Secretary-Gen-
eral U Thant, urging him to ex-
plore the receht Moroccan
Government's court case against
14 Baha'is. The case was con-
cluded on Dec. 17 and three of
the defendants were sentenced
to death, five others were sen-
tenced to life imprisonment
and another faces a term of 14
years imprisonment at hard
labor. The other defendants
were acquitted.
The Baha'i International
Community states that the
charges leveled against the
Bahals at the Dec. 10 trial in
Nador, Morrocco were un-





' 'The Real Meaning of Christ-
mas.' a drama featuring chil-
dren of Hill Chapel Baptist
,church at 2521 Dexter, was pre,-
'sented on Christmas mornitlig,
and despite the weather a large
crowd was there to witness It.
The play was written and di,.
rected by Mrs. Fannie Cole-
man, organist of the churah.
Narration was by Barbara
Henderson and Willie Coopiii=
wood. Soloists were Judy Cole-
man and Shirley Harrison. t,•
Other members of the Junior
choir depected Mary and J?:
s-oh, King Herod. the W14
Men, the Shepherds and the
An eels.
Following the Play, a semo.
on the Christ Story Was de-
livered by the pasto r, Rev.
E. L. Slay.
A number of out - of - town
visitors were among those who
witnessed the program.
ternational Community, stafek
r claims that the defe dants "In fact one of our basic tenets
were conspiring against the is strict observance of the laws
of all just governments.
Baha'i would be unfaithful 'to
his religion if he worked
against his country's interests
or engaged in any subservient,
act." Kavelin adds: "Baha'is
live in 258 countries, territories
and dependencies throughout
the world and strive to contri-





































































































































ied to sell retell advertising In
Memphle market. We Pee 25 Per
and 30 per cent contiart earn.
Ion on the dollar.
lig New Tri State Defender
2111K S. Wellington at,
Zonis. TennesseeRA NTEED HOMEWORK $25.00
eareek. No selling. I buy all you mall
rt Details 51.00. 
Hounew ves Club.
1 • 93rd Place N.. Birmingham ft
Tennessee
JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEW
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Hollo-
mon and sons of Gary, Ind.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Garney
Hollomon of Chicago, Ill. were
.guests in the home of. their
mother, Mrs. Ida Hollomon at
525 South Liberty Street
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Robin-
son and son of Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba, were holiday guests
in the home of' Mr. Robinson's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray-
mond Robinson at 487 Thomas
Street.
,St. John Elementary
School PTA celebrated its an-
Mud Banquet recently at 7:30
P.m. in the school Cafeteria.
Prof. Halliburton of Lane Col-
lege was the featured guest
speaker. R. B. Vann, president.
& Services for Mr. George
IVWalter Newbern were held
Sunday, Dec. 23, 1962 at 1 p.m.
at St. Paul Baptist Church,
the Rev. A. E. Freeman of-
ficiating. Burial was in the
church cemetery with Steph-
enson-Shaw Funeral Home in
charge. Mr. Newbern was born
and reared in Madison County,
son of the late A. B. Newbern.
He was a member of St. Paul
Baptist Church and was Senior
Deacon.
Survivors include his wid-
ow, Mrs. Mattie Newbern; four
sons, G. A. Newbern of Colum-
bia, Tenn., W. P. and R. B.
Newbern, both of Jackson, and
Wendell Newbern of San Di-
ego, Calif.; two daughters, Mrs.
Luella Dobbins Decaturville,
Tenn., and Mrs. Mattie Merry,
Jackson; two step-daughters,
/Ctrs. Louise Gooch, Chicago,
W.1., and Mrs. Genette Manley,
Dermark; 12 grandchildren
awl eight great-grandchildren.
Pallbearers were deacons of
tdi church.• he Baptist Ministers Alli-
ance gave a Special Apprecia-
time service on the third Sun-
day night in December at 7:30
pits at New St. Luke Baptist
C rch of which the Rev. C. H.
rphy is pastor. The occasion
Alp in honor of the Rev.- T.
G' es, for more than 60 years
it-tithe ministry and more than
cr years, as pastor of Home
B list Church, on Carson
S et. We congratulate Rev.
Games for this grand accomp-
Iiment in the field of relig-
4he members and friends ofhlehem Baptist Church No.2,-- observed an outstanding
nt on the fourth Sunday
ecember, 1962.





V1 the love of anyone you wish. Free
Amillals. Send a self add rowed envelope
t nn Box 7782. Chicago 90. in.
STOP - IAM1K WRITE .
7 as trained by Seven Slater. - New
ne Ruesee,l when Others Fall.
F davit*. FREE'. gond no Money.
E advice Send ets inner' sen-
a eased envelope, Ivory's Problem
au. CO. Box 5282. St. Loma Mo.
orreanoreience Clubs
I ELY, HE HAPPY JOIN THE
merlcan Club. P.O Box 757, Gary.
I an. Send for Information.
Male 97 Female
-tele Want,
je MAIDS FOR NEW YORK
.& to $80 weekly Beet lobe Now'
Girls needed now! CR r fa re ad.
Send referanare now Arleta
ployrnent Agency. Dept. K. 87.58
St . Jernsica. N. T.
Ilion services for the pastor, the
Rev. W. P. Whitlow and his
wife who have given several
years of untiring work to the
church. Others who partici-
pated in the event were; Rev.
H. Dotson and his Choir of
Antioch Baptist Church, Gas-
den, Tenn. The fellowship was
great and everyone had a nice
time. Rev. W. P. Whitlow, pas-
tor.
Funeral service for Mrs.
Uleda Wouldridge Merriweth-
er, wife of Prof. M. D. Merri-
wether, principal of Lincoln
.Elementary School, were held
Dec. 21 at 3 p.m. at St. Paul
C.M.E. Church, the Rev. J. D.
Atwater officiating. Interment
was in Mt. Olive Cemetery
with Stephenson-S h a w Fu-
neral Home in charge.
Mrs. Meiiiwether was born
near Pittsburgh. Pa. She at-
tended the public schools of
Western Pennsylvania and
was a graduate Of Howard
University, Washington, D.C.
Most of her iife was spent
teaching in the public schools
in Tennessee — Bruce High
School, Dyersburg, North Jack-
son' and Lincoln Schools in
Jackson, Tenn.
Mrs. Merriwether had been
in retirement for several years.
She was a faithful and prom-
inent member of the St. Paul
C.M.E. Church of which the
Rev. J. D Atwater is pastor.
Survivors other than her
husband: one daughter, Miss
Marilyn Merriwether of Jack-
son; two sisters, Miss Helen
Wimbush, New York City;
Mrs. Veola Hardee and mother,
Mrs. Mary B. McIntyre, both
of Narragansett, R.I.; one
brother, Mr. J. H. Wouldiidge,
San Francisco. Calif.
The Askew twins, Lloyd and
;Floyd of Chicago, Ill., were
;visitors over the holidays in
the home of their aunts, Mrs.
Anna Dunnigan, Mrs. Hattie
Porter and Mrs. Edmonia
Moore and family. The Askew
twins are members of St. Paul
C.M.E. Church in Chicago. of
which the Rev. Pettigrew is
pastor
Services for Mr. Anthony
Ragland were held recently at
Cain Creek Baptist Church,
the Rev. A. E. Freeman offic-
iating. Burial was in the
church cemetery with Stephen-
son-Shaw Funeral Home in
charge
The funeral of Mr. Henry B.
;Meadows was held last Sat-
urday at 1:30 p.m. from Oak
Grove Church of Christ with
'Elder Floyd Dethro officiating.
Burial was in the church cem-
etery with Stephenson-Shaw'
Funeral Home in charge.
Services for Mrs. Ethel An-
derson were held front Saul-
ters Chapel A.M.E. Church,
the Rev. W. E Mitchell officia-
ting. Interment in Chambers
Chapel Cemetery. Stephenson-
Shaw Morticians in charge.
The PTA of East High
School held their regular
meeting last week and enjoyed
the annual Christmas program
rendered by the young people.
All enjoyed refreshments at
the close of the meeting and
Program.
SALESMEN
Services for Mr. John Polk
were held at Home Baptist
,Church, the Rev. T. Grimes of-
ficiating. Burial was in St.
Luke Cemetery with Stephen-
son-Shaw in charge.
The Christian Youth Fellow-
ship of Liberty C.M.E. pre-
sented a muscial theme: "0
Holy Night" on Sunday, Dec.
,23, 1962 at 6 p.m. The pro-
gram featered youth from the
various churches of the city.
The processional was sung
aNitt by Mr. Bobby Miller as the
young people marched up the
aisle to the choir rostrum.
MEN, AT LAS; II'S HERE
rake New RPM IWO X Ana Duey Life
dtCarr, oreparatoon litIMIOREX Oa,




tuproly Monty back if not flui
' •5 I bottles, C.no COD Chet'
THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 F 1155k St.. Boa I?
1 The program began with a
;song by Liberty Youth Choirs;
!scripture, Miss Ann Foster;
prayer, Miss Askew; reading,
Miss Mary Smith; offering,
Mr. Ernest Walker Je, Mr.
Bush and others, song Berean
Youth Choi r; solo, Mr. C.
Franklin Odom Jr.; reading,
Miss Castle Curry; solo, Miss
Gloria Askew; remarks, Rev.
C. F. Odom. Miss Martha Shaw
served as mistress of cere-
moines. Recessional. Miss Dor-
othy Donald, president, C. A.
Agnew, adviser.
Mr. Miss Cheairs Sr., of
Milwaukee. Wis., was at home
during the holidays and so w.s
his son, Mr. Ross Cheairs Jr.,
a student of Fisk University,
Nashville, Tenn. They spent a
happy reunion with Mrs. Mae
Cheairs, wife and mother, re-
spectively, at 541 N. Cumber-
land St.
The second year ''Communi-
tv Anniversary Service of the
Emery brothers was celebrated
on "Christmas Day." Dec. 25.
1962 at the 6th.St. M.B. church
beginning at 1 p.m.
The program began with
Rev. 0. V. Bills serving as
master of ceremonies, a short
devotional and welcome by
Rev H. B. Taylor; response,
Rev. W. C. Harris of Trenton;
short talk, Father Emery; song
by the Junior (4) Quartette',
remarks by all ministers; in-
troduction of speakers, Rev.
E. L. Mabin; Gospel Hour by
the Freeman brothers, namely
,Rev. A. E. Freman, Rev. F. D.
Freeman and Rev. L. E. Free-
man, all of Jackson; short
talks by Mother Freeman and
Mother Emery.
Churches pastored by the
Emery brothers are as follows:
Rev. W. J. Emery, Clover
Chapel, Toones and Chapel
Hill, Tenn; Rev. M. H. Eme-
ry, Church of God in Christ,
Henry, Tenn; Rev. W. A. Em-
ery, Bucks Chapel, Maury CitY,
Macedonia, Brownsville, Tenn.;
Rev. R. L. Emery, pastor of
the 6th St. M.B. Church, Hum-
boldt, Tenn.
Offering and presentation of
gifts, Annie Mae Emery,
Frances Turner, Trulee Jones
and others.
Quartette and Gospel singers
and soloists and other music-
ians presented a battle of mu-
sic throughout the day. They
gave God a chance by serving
end worshipping God in mu-
id songs. Rev. W. A. Emery,
president; Rev. R. L. Emery,
Pastor.
Young people were at home
from colleges and universities
during the holidays. We don't
recall all their names so, wel-
come., welcome home, all of
you. Happy New Year. •
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND RHEA
306 E. Myrille Ave.
Mr. Mack James, 110, an
erstwhile proprietor of a bar-
bershop here for many years,
died Oct. 19. The final rites
were held from the Birchette
mortuary on the afternoon of
Oct. 23, with Rev. George F.
Manego officiating.
The deceased was remem-
bered by one of his white cus-
tomers in an article which ap-
peared in the mail bag of the
Johnson City Press-Chronicle
recently. In the artical, the
customer said the veteran bar-
ber would mention the dim-
ness of his eyesight. According,
to information, he was able to I
read without the use of glasses
until in his late 90's.
Mr. James stressed right and
I clean living for a long life.
IHe was a member of the West
Market Street Methodist
church.
He is survived by one son,
Mr. Loftis James of this city;
one step-son, Mr. John Hardy
of Shell Creek, Tenn., and sev-
eral grandchildren. Interment
occurred in the West Lawn
Cemetery with Birchette mor-
tuary in charge.
Mrs. Rosa L. Smith, 57, died
Dec. 8 in Memorial hospital
after being in declining health
for some time. The final rites
were held from Thankful Bap-
tist church on the afternoon of
HOW MASSACRE AT OLE MISS
WAS PREVENTED BY THE
KENNEDYS' SECRET DEAL
Now—in the new issue of LOOK Magazine—find out about
Robert Kennedy's secret deal with Mississippi Governor
Ross Barnett. Learn how Barnett tried to bargain with the
Kennedys ... while at the same time telling Mississippi he
would never let Negro James Meredith into Ole Miss. How did
one of Barnett's advisors help to save hundreds of lives?
Get the facts in LOOK's biting, hour-by-hour account of what
actually happened in Mississippi and the White House.
This is another LOOK exclusive.
today... get I AM) k
M r rfi
WATER VALLEY
By C. A. HAWKINS, JR.
Mrs. Ester Hawkins and
children and Mrs' Marie Kerr
and children will leave Dec.
16 for Los Angeles, Calif.,
where they will join their hus-
bands to make California
their home.
This writer will attend .the
Greenwood District Planning
Council Dec. 15.
Rev. C. 0. Watkins held his




The fourth Sunday was reg-
ular service day at Goodman
Baptist Church where Rev. F.
L. Gray is pastor. In the after-
noon the candle light Christ-
mas program was presented.
Gifts were exchanged.
Rev. R. E. Willis of Jackson
delivered the appreciation Y
was rendered by the church
service for the pastor. Music Wed In Impressive Chicago,Rites
chair from Tougaloo. The
service was most enjoyable.
VETERAN NEWSMAN and radio continents•
tor Wesley South, second front right, tiles
petition to run for Alderman of the 29th Ward
with Clerk Frank Bus at City Hall. His wife,
Mr. Wallace Sanders of Cal-
ifornia and J. W. Holmes a
Chicago are home for the holi-
days. They were among those
present at the church services.
Last rites for Mr. Crawly
Williams were held at Shady
Grove church. Eulogy was by
Rev. R. C. Sallis, the pastor.
He leaves to mourn his pass-
ing five daughters, three sons,
and a host of other relatives
and friends. Burial was in the
church cemetery.
HOLLY SPRINGS
The Christmas program giv-
en in Cornegia auditorium
Sunday evening was very en-
joyable. Mr. Bailey was the
director. Rust College campus
was a scene of much joy dur-
ing the holiday. The beautiful
decoration showing the com-
ing of Christ was picturesque.
The Christmas program giv-
en in Sims High School was
also most enjoyable. Mrs. Gib-
son was the sPonsor..
St. Mary's theft School,
Monday evening also gave a
Christmas program which was
very delightful.
Miss Lessye Lee Davis was
honored by the State Friday
evening. She worked for 34
years as Home Demonstration
Agent. Miss Davis received
many gifts. Mrs. W. C. Arm-
strong was mistress of cere-
mony. A large number of citi-
ens served on this program.
All pulpits were filled Sim-
day with Rev. Broomfield at
Anderson Chapel, Rev. Con-
way at Asbury, Rev. Bluiett
at Hopewell and Rev. Mackie
at Providence.
The young people of Ander-
son Chapel rendered a Christ-
mas program Sunday evening.
The choir of Anderson Chapel
also gave a Christmas program
All the colleges, high schools
and county schools are closed
for the holidays
Alabum
Nelson in the presence of assistant public relations Of-
members of the immediate firer at the Military Sea
ATLANTA, Ga. — Clarkfamily and an interracial gath- Transportation Service, the
College's Panthers, who placedering of friends and well - largest government sea-haul-
third in conference tournamentwishers. ing and scientific project ,
Miss Carrie Miller, an ex- Agency in the Atlantic Area rhaY last year, may be a team
to watch this season,ecutive of the Chicago Hous-
.
with Headquarters in Brook-
I. The Clarkites are undefeated LaSalle. The highlight of the
ing Authority, was Matron of lye, N.Y
Honor. Herr Koshar, a well- in conference play. meeting was the election ofFollowing the wedding cere-known New York executive
mony, a cocktail sip was giv-I Paced by Walter Simpson Mrs. Evelyn Perkins of 15338
en by the matron of honor
well known as a 'civ,ic, church
and politicl leader and also as
an outstanding business wom-
an. The club is really proud to
as income reviewer with the some
300 who attended the er December 17. Simpson, t h e have her as their president.Chicago housing Authority.
Sh is a member of Salem




raesr,claprukshleci and See of mssheissiervaineguloahut jtaheek9onba.1-s
of 
Luthearn Church, aa 
Mr. and Mrs Devereaux Burns d active: . 
Chicago. m 57-15 at half-time. Paul Robin- ter of office. Miss Jacksonin bridge and social clubs in. 
Chicago 
son, another New Yorker, sank had to leave the citr because
Chief Graddick, a veteran' were received from relatives:16
!
points and Gardner countedtof ill health. But her club will
. Gifts, telegrams and cards 
of more than 18 years naval friend and well-wishers.
14' keep in touch with her. Many
I!
service, has won honors since a private party was held fori Coaehed by Dile 
butstanding projects became a
college days being the "first"'
ctor of Ath-
those who could remain. Iletics L. S. Epps who hardly reality while she wag president.
The following morning 
a ever fails to bring at least one
!basketball trophy to the cam-bride and groom breakfast fol- Miss Ninety Fifth Street wonpus, e Panthers startedtheirlowed by evening cocktails
une-Cookman 82-48.
winning by polishing off Beth_ the hat contest between twowere given by Mr. and Mrs. other girls., Our queen %yes
William McGaughey. Those' 
Their most important win Miss Ann Kolarias of 9640 S.
came over last year's SIAC LaSalle. She will reign for
Date Set For Moms visitation champs and tourna-ment second place winners 
one year.
The new Roseland Civic and
South Carolina Stste. With Charity wishes all of you a
Charlie Smith and Theotis healthy and prosperous New
Thetalkin Chicagoland
nowadays is about the beau-
tiful wedding at Salem Luth-
eran Church, when the charm-
ing Miss Garnett Ayers, a na-
tive of Memphis, Tenn., and
daughter of Mrs. Winston E.
Arrington, was married to Na-
vy Chief Journalist, Richard
A. Graddick, of Philadelphia,
of the late Mrs. Florence
Graddick, and brother of Mrs.
Juriel Graddick Stevens of
Philadelphia.
The wedding ceremony was
performed by Rev. Norman
as a Specialist in Naval In-
telligence: Special Category
Classification, and in public
relations billets.
He's been lauded by both
the military and numerous
civilian. news media "for his
writing abilities," and has won
more than a score of com-
mendations. Prior to his wed-
ding ceremony, Graddick was
cited by Washington, D. C., for
Pa. his professional supervision of
Chief Graddick , is the son a most critical government
public relations troubleshoot-
ing assignment in Philadel-
phia.
He is a member of several
press associations including
the Associated Negro Press.
The veteran journalist is
and personal friend of the
groom for many years, .was 
the bride and groom and aIYork City and Charlie SmithBest Man, Iof Atlanta, the Panthers wrap-
The beautiful bride, a prod-
host of friends and executives
of the Chicago Housing Auth- 1 ped up their third straight con-uct of LeMoyne College in 
orit 
..y. Later, 25 pretty host- ference victory with a 110-62Memphis; si11°n 
esses served refreshments to 
holds the DO victory over Fort Valley on• . 
of his race in many endeavors.
On being drafted into the
Navy from his own public
relations business during
World War II, he was assigned




Ronnie Hale is spending the
Christmas holidays with his
father and cousins in Toledo,
Ohio.
Pvt. Henry Wade with his
wife and baby from Arizona
are visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Sant Wade, for the
holidays,
Father Stone. pastor of the
Church of the Redeemer (a
white church), invited a Ne-
gro church, The Martin Tem-
Mildred stands beside1.0 RitoY, home to visit his mother, Mrs.
as Ai .ve 
ple C.M.E. to attend midnight
serPvvict.es.Henry Pearson came
Willie McDanielsa Moses Whittaker and Mrs. Ouis Hill, and grandmother,
Katie Booth, stalwart supporters, look on. Mrs. Frances Pearson, during
the holidays.
Mrs. Learlene Walker and
children came home for the
holidays to visit her mother,
Mrs. Mamie Houston and fam-
ily.
Mrs. Leonard Gregory of
Tyler, Texas is visiting his
mother and aunt, Mrs. Ger-
trude Green and Mrs. Mamie
Jackson.
enR 
J. I. Cobbs and his wife
are sv ending the holidays in
the state of Texas with their
parents.
attending the cocktail sip in-
cluded Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Hancock and Miss Carrie Mil-
ler.
The bridal couple was en-
tertained by friends in New
York City during the holidays
and they will attend a per-





for and Reginald Gardner of New, Fifth Ave., Harvey, Ill., as the
new president. Mrs. Perkins is
Mrs. Lillie M. Taylor is
home from Buffalo, N.Y. visit-
ing her daughter and grand-
children.
Mrs. Clara Smith and chil-
dren from Springfield, Ill. are
visiting her mother, Mr& Hen-
rietta Willis.
Mrs. Lola Chamblis of 2201
Com'l Ave., accepted prayer
from Oral Roberts of Tulsa,
Okla., on his TV program aft-
er which she went to the hos-




The New Roseland Civic
Charity Organization met re-
cently at the home of Mrs.
Dorothy Robinson, 9656 South
Annual Dimes March
' The Mother's M ar c h of
a Dimes chairman for East Chi-
cago in the 1963 effort to
raise funds for the National
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Mrs. Virginia Staples of
Cleveland. Ohm is enjoying
the holidays with her sister-
in-law, Mrs. Bell Ross, and
other relatives and friends of
the city.
Miss Essie B Jones is the
very proud mother of a 6 lbs.
baby boy. Jerrick, born Nov.
30, 1962 at University hospital
in Birmingham. Miss Jones
and her baby are fine.
Christmas exercises were
observed at St. John Inde-
pendent Methodist Church,
Sunday night Dec. 23, 1962 at
7 p.m. Mrs. M. B. Brown, Di-
rectress; Mr. Elvester Turn-
er, superintendent; Miss Lula
T. Williams, Mistress of Cere-
mony; Rev. R. G. Williams,
pastor.
A Christmas play called
"The Other Wise Man" was
dramatized at the Abrams
High school Wednesday night,
Dec. 19, 1962. Mrs. Daisy
Champrnan, Directress; Mr. W.
D. Branch, Principal.
Dec. 11. with Rev. J. Birchette
Jr., officiating.
The deceased was a mem-
ber of Thankful Baptist church.
She was also active in one of
the missionary circles of the
same church.
She is survived by her hus-
band, Mr. Seth Smith; one
'brother, William Bentley of
Chester, S.C. and one sister,
Mrs. Mack Conley of Winston-
Salem, N.C. Interment occur-
'red in West Lawn cemetery
with Birchette Mortuary in
charge.
Various ministers and choirs
conducted a series of meetings
at West Market Street Metho-
dist church recently. The Rev.
George F. Manego is pastor.
Mrs. B1 a n the Hamilton,
Juanita Hamilton and Eddie
Hamilton from 5tateville,
N.C. have visited their aunt,
Mrs. Elle Wilson and family
here.
The Johnson City Progres-
sive League sponsored a pre-
Christmas party in the Pro•to
loure.e. 113 Millard St. on the
night of Dec. 18, Dr. E. S.
Kilgore is president
Mrs. Karas was selected
'chairman by Mrs. Robert Nel-
son of Griffith, Lake County
Chairman of the Mothers'
March of Dimes.
American People for a record
of accomplishment which can-
not be matched by any other
voluntary health agency in the
Foundation is Mrs. Dennis T. world. Neighbor helping neigh_
Karas, wife of East Chicago's ' bor, through the March of
6th District Councilman.
Dimes, has brought about: for
many areas in the country,
new facilities offering highest
quality medical care for per-
sons with polio, 'birth defects
and arthritis through a grow-
January 8, trona 6 to 7 p.m. ing network of treatment cen-!
is the date set for the 25th ters; for every child on every,
• continent, polio protection,
Mrs. Karas is serving as— through vaccines developed
East Chicago chairman for the solely with March of Dimes
funds; for the protection of
also served as a tireless work- human life, a magnificent
er in other volunteer services, fund of basic research, which
including the American Heart promises to shed light on a
Society, Red Cross, American variety of diseases; for thous-
Cancer Society, Northern In- ands of young people from
diana Channel Eleven, and every state scholarshi s in
the Society for Crippled Chil-
dren. She is currently a mem-
ber of the boards of the fol-
lowing: Visiting Nurse Associ-
iversarv March D'
10th consecutive year. She has
the health professions; for
thousands afflicted by birth
defects,- arthritis and polio
more than one-third of a
ation where she Is a member 'billion dollars in patient aid;
of the Mitten Tree Commit- for anyone who , ever suf-
tee: Katherine House; National fers from a crippling disabili-
Foundation. She is a former tv, development of improved
member of the board of the enuipment and medical tech-
Ea s I. Chicago Community nioues. originally to aid polio
Council. She holds member- patients but now used to re-
ship in Anselm Forum, East lieve many kinds of crippling
Chicago in Hadassah, East handicaps.
Mrs. Karas announced that
Chicago League of Women I
'she' aided b volunteers hVoters, Indiana Harbor Chap- .
ter of Order of the Eastern ,are working with her to enlist
:
Star. She has also served as East Chicago mothers in the
1963 Mothers' March of Dimes.
city chairman of the Commit-
tee for the United Nations, They include Mrs. Leo Schaf-
and in that capacity served fer;lst District EXport 7-1347;
as Chairman of East Chicago's Mrs. John G. 'Krupa, 2nd Dis-
observances of United Nations'trict. EXport 7-9232; Mrs. Rii-
Day for two years. I dolph Grcevich, Roxane; EX-
Mrs. Karas, her husband port 7-1243; Mrs. Peter Sa-
Councilman Karas and their ball. Park Addition, EXport
three children George Howard, 7-7970 Mrs. Arnold Ransom,
9, Diane Paula 9, and Amy New Addition, EXport 7-8015;Lisa 1, are residents of East Mrs. Joseph Joson, 4th Dis-
Chicago's Marktown area. frict, EXport 7-0815: Mes-
Mrs. Karas stated that the dames Forre.,\ Craven, EXport
1963 slogan of the National 7-9118; John Evon, EXport 'I-
Foundation is "Give For The 8847 and Raymond Vince,
Life Of A Child." EXport 7-7441, 5th District;
Mrs. Karas went on to ex- Mrs. John Stachon. EXport 7-
plain that the March of Dimes 8205 and Mrs. Edward Tuck-
began as a tribute to an
American president. who prov-
ed that even though a man
might not be able to walk, he
could still lead.
Each president, in the 2:5
yeert since, has welcomed the
annual March of Dimes as
an opportunity to salute the
Cr, Jr., EXport 7-8244, 3rd
District: Mrs. George Prieto,
6th DistricL EXport 7-1563.
These District Captains are
earnestly asking their neigh-
bors to volunteer one hour of
their precious time to become
a Marching Mothent
NAIROBI. Kenva—(UPD—
Four Roman Catholic priests
accused the government of
Sudan of imprisoning clergy-
men and fining nuns in an at-
tempt to wipe out the Chris-
tian church.
The priests. expelled from
Sudan Wednesday, said 51
others had been forced to
leave before them. They said
Sudan was "an armed camp"
with soldiers a common sight
on the streets.
The priests, Fathers Edward
Sloan, Alvin Meyer, William
Dowds, and Peter Kok, had
been in Sudan from 9 to 19
years.
'Norton ruling the backboards
the Clarkites took a 64-47 vic-
tory.
I In cracking the 100-point
mark against Fort Valley Clark
'took up where they left off
last year when they emerged
'as the only team scoring over
100 points in the SIAC tourna-
ment at Tuskegee— and they
did it twice.
Billed as candidates for top
conference honors are Clark's
Icenter, Charlie Smith, who has
made SIAC "All teams ,for
two consecutive years, and dy-
namic Walter Simpson, both
six-footers-plus who have con-
tributed more to basketball at
Clark since Roman Turmon
who later donned the uniform
of the Harlem Globetrotters
in the fifties.
' How Negroes Think
To Be Discussed
A panel discussion entitled,
i "How Nsgroes Think." will be
I held at the Packinghouse
Workers Center. 4859 So.
Wabash Ave. on Sunday, Jan.
The discussion, sponsored by
the American Negro Emanci-
nation Centennial Authority,
will fsature Samuel Stratton,
noted educator and historian;
St. Clair Drake, scholar, teach-
er and author; Ruth Fouche,
music authority, and Lerone
Bennett, of Ebony Magazine.
Say Sudan Aims To
The club beca m e widely




Presiding Elder Rev. Emery
Daines of the Springfield Dis-
trict held his first quarterly
here at Shaffer Chapel A.M.E.
Church. His lovely wife ac-
companied him. Rev. G. P.
Jones, pastor. .
The Missionary Society of
Shaffer Chapel held its regu-
lar meeting at the home of
Mrs. David Copening last
week. Mrs. Margurite Jones
was a guest. A luncheon was
served after a very interest-
ing discussion was held. The
discussion was led by the pres-
ident, Mrs. G. P. Jones.
Mrs. Arilla Matthews, a wid-
ow, died in her burning home
Friday. The cause of the fire
was not determined. Her body
was found lying in the door-
way between the kitchen and
bedroom. The Keathly funeral
home was in charge of the
body. Funeral was held in the
Keathly Parlor. Burial was at
the Dewmaine cemetery. She
leaves a daughter and grand-
children in St. Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Bell Perkins is home
ifrom the hospital.
the Colp Youth Club had a
baby shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Roland Thorpe. Mrs. Thorpe
formerly taught in Murphys-
boro Grade School. Mr. Thorpe
is a teacher in the grade school
here. Also a pastor of Bethel
A.M.E. Church in Marion.
Mrs. Georgiana Baker has
gone to Wichita Fans, -texas
to spend the winter with her
son, Rev. Edward Baker, pas-
tor of the AN.E. church there.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl SinelsWipe Out Christianity and family of Dewmaine, Ill.,
has moved here. We are
proud of this family. They
are active in church and Sun-
day School,
Mr. Alva Billingsley moist,-
ed to Carbondale to visit Mrs.
Derenda Taylor recently.
Worm t hallenger
The wor m will meet Jts
challenger for fishing bait-in
1963.
The Spiegel general cata-
log for the coming spring fea-
tures an electronic fish caller
that submerges in water and
makes noises that sound like
W love you" in fish language.
•••
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Europe Apes America
The Americanization of Europe
proceeds apace, and the time is com-
ing when Venice, for example, ex-
cept for its waterways, will be indis-
tinguishable from Atlantic City. In-
deed, there are already many points
of similarity.
Venice, that is Venice, Italy, is
becoming a "convention" city, with
visitors hurrying along bearing labels
signifying their names, and addresses.
Shops off the Grand Canal are tak-
ing on the honky-tonk look of the
typical resort town: tons of cheap
cards, machine made finery in place
cards, machinemade• finery in place
of native hand-made lace that once
graced these shops, and radios play-
ing American jazz.
On the canals the gondoliers no
longer sing arias from Giuseppe Ver-
di. The electronic age has taken care
of that as youths, cuddling their
transistors and their dates, dreamily
Tshombe's Stooge
The Senate internal security sub-
committee has come strongly to the
defense of a Belgian who heads the
Katanga Information Sevice in the
United States.
The committee in a unanimous
report accused the State Department
of "a glaring abuse of the visa power
and a performance unworthy of a
great nation dedicated to the princi-
ples of freedom and justice."
Senator James Eastland (D-Miss.),
who , is the committee's chairman.
said )that the State Department
sought to oust Michel Struelens "to,
silenc# a dissenting voice" on the
U. S. position in the Congo.
It it typical of the Senator's be-
havior to conveniently sairt the truth
to cover up his bias. The plain fact is
that Mr. Struelens violated the terms
of his visa when he engaged in prop-
float in a new world of "Mashed Po
tatoes."
The bright flowers that bloom in
the vases of every gondola are wax.
Though the orchestras playing be-
fore the cafes in the Piazza San Mar-
co have abandoned Italian opera for
tunes made popular by American
television, and little groups here and
there compete with the pigeons- for
ground space to try their agility in
"la Twiste," Venice has not yet corn-
ntetely capitulated to the modern and
the American—not quite.
Though signs in the precincts of
San Narco advertise "rapid° instruc-
tione" in the Twist and vending ma-
chines supply "chewing gum" (an
accented Italian phrase now), all is
not lost.
The courtesy of the Venitians and
of Italians generally remains a pleas-
ure and an astonishment to visitors
Preustomed to brusqueness of other
folk.
aganda for the secessionist Katanga
province, and sharply criticised the
State Department and the United Na-
tions for their insistence on unifica-
tion or federalization of the Congo
Republic.
Struelens's visa expired in July
1961. The State Department has been
exceedingly lenient in allowing him
to remain in the country more than
a year beyond expiration date of his
visa.
Here is a Belgian national, a paid
propagandist for a foreign country,
engaged in a campaign to distort the
truth and undermine the United
States position in Central Africa, who
is being cuddled and defended by
one of the most sensitive agencies of





It was a bit difficult for me to decide
which—of several—subjects I wanted to
expound in this column for this edition.
At first I thought of writing about my
Christmas Day marriage to Dorothy B.
Racks of Cleveland, Ohio. However, after
a second, thought I decided against that
particular subject least my readers con-
sider that a bit selfish on my part since I
have not written about their marriages.
Furthermore, I'll leave that task of pub-
lishing the news about my marriage to
other staff writers. They are more skilled
at writing about marriages.
The next subject which entered my
mind for this edition was a review of the
subjects 1, wrote about during the last 12
months. Once I got the files out and start-
ed to look over the material I readily gave
up the idea because of the limited space
alloted this column.
Then I thought of writing about the
marriage of a late editor of this news-
paper, Alex Wilson, who was also a bache-
lor, like myself—when he became editor of
this newspaper. He married Imogene Wat-
kins, who is now a teacher in the public
school system here. •
FOUR EDITORS
I gave up this idea because it might
cause Mrs. Wilson and her small daughter
a bit of sadness.
After thinking about editors who pro-
ceeded me to this niche, it brought back
memories of the late Lewis 0. Swingler,
who was this newspaper's first editor
when it was established about 10 years
ago. He was replaced by Wilson who was
replaced by Lutrelle Palmer, after Wilson
was promoted to "top editor" of the Chi-
cago Defender in Chicago. Then Burly
Hines was elevated from city editor to the
top editorship here. Both Palmer and
Hines are working for the Chicago Edition
of the Pittsburgh Courier in Chicago, ac-
cording to the last report I rebeived about
them.
So much for the rambling -- now I
must busy myself with the subject I will
treat in this issue — rather! I will make a
few presentations, citations and present a
few awards for activities during 1962.
AWARDS FOR 1982
First award goes to Governor of Miss-
issiptisi, Ross Barnett, whoowas inskrumental
in--uintentionally—in returning his state
into the union by his satanic action in the
James M. Meredith-Ole Miss episode. He
won the three-legged "Jackass Of The
The Year," award.
Winning the "Most Courageous Man
of the Year" award was James M. Mere-
dith.
Award for "Taking the Greatest Po-
litical Risk of the Year" goes to President
Kennedy for sending Federal troops to Ox-
ford, Miss. Honorable mentions in this
area goes to Brother Bob Kennedy.
For the most Provocative Speech be-
fore the United Nations" goes to U. N.
Ambassador A. Stevenson (during the U.S.
blockade of Cuba.).
The award design as a "Big Nut" goes
to retired U.S. General Walker.
Miss Grace Bumbry earned the "Most
Promising Voice" award of the year.
The "Move For Human Rights" cita-
tion is earned by Catholics, Jews and
Protestants, for their joint efforts in this
area.
Of course the "Air Spacecraft — Guid-
ed Missiles Discoveries" award goes to the
U.S.
FOR MEMPHIANS ONLY
Honorable Mentions for Memphians
only include:.
Twenty-eight department and drug
stores fot desegregating their eating facili-
ties; local Board of Education for token
desegregation of schools; Recreation de-
partment for desegregation of some parks
and golf courses; Police department for
hiring Negro meter maids.
Demerits to the Police department for
the initial handling of the "Police Dog
Program," Supt. E. C. Stimbert for his
intemperate statement concerning the "in-
ferority of all Negro public school teach-
ers," Federal Judge Marion S. Boyd for
his handling of civil rights cases; Negro
politicians who stabbed unity to death dur-
ing the campaign leading up to the August
Primary; and Catholic school for not de-
segregating classrooms.
Congratulations to Booker T. Washing-
ton Warriors as champs in football; Danny
Thomas for establishing St. Jude hos-
pital; Omnibus-100 club; and the Memphis
Transit Company for hiring Negro bus
drivers.




I by NAT D. WILLIAMS I
IS FREEDOM SHAMEFUL?
Wonder why more American Negroes
don't observe the date of the signing of the
Emancipation Proclamation as important?
It's a fact no doubt tht four out of
every five Negroes in America are unable
to give the exact official date of the issu-
ance of the Presidential executive order
which set their people "free" some five
generations ago. It's that "important" to
most off God's chillun!
It has been more or less heartening to
note that some interested organization has
taken the ball in hand and tried to enlist
recently a national observance this year of
The signing of the great document prom-
ulgated by Abraham Lincoln. It was issued
Januaty 1, 1863 . . . a hundred years ago.
' It is also interesting to note that most
of the Southern states of the United States
. . . particularly the more rabid former
Confederate States of America ... the out-
fit led by Jefferson Davis ... have refused
to go along with the proposed plans for
the Emancipation celebration of the spon-
soring organization. Governors of said
states refused even to endorse the idea. It
might be noted, however, that they have
gone along with the program for the Cen-
tennial celebration of some of the battles
of the Civil War ... or the "War Between
The States" (as professional Southerners
call the conflict) . . . particularly the bat-
tles the Southerners won, or in which they
reportedly killed a lot of Yankees . . . to
the over-weaning glory of always hand-
some Southern "kunnels" and always he-
the over-weaning glory of always hand-
roic and beautiful Southern "belles" whose
JACKIE ROBINSON
noses were always best attuned to the
sniffing of the aroma of magnolia blossoms
and honeysuckle vines . . . plus a bit of
Negro sweat.
MAST FOLK
A lot of Negroes are still so mad about
slavery until they want to forget every
aspect of it . . . even the Proclamation of
Emancipation that set them on the road to
freedom. And their reaction is under-
standable. Most folk don't want to remem-
ber humiliating experiences. It will be a
long time before the very, very Aryan
(race supremacists), Hitlerian Germans ...
East or West ... will forget .. . or forgive
... or "celebrate" the results of the Battle
of the Bulge. They lost it, and a war —
World War II. Their side is still "right"
like Mississippi Americans though!
But there are certain events in the ex-
periences of individuals, nations, institu-
tions, or what-have-you . . which should
serve as milestones in their development,
progress, or growth. There are lessons
which the Germans should have learned
from two world wars. There are lessons
which the Negro should have learned
from slavery in America . . . other than
humiliation and resentment.
Sometimes the best way to emphasize
the lessons of a group's experience is by
way of regular observance of historic
events or highpoints in those experiences.
Most people observe only their victorious
experiences. Some are wise enough to look
closely at some of the defeats and humili-
ations. The ancient Jews set the example
of how to observe low points with that
Psalm of their's which reads, "By the
waters of Babylon we sat down and wept,
when we remembered Zion . . . we
hanged our harps on the willows thereof,
and asked, how can we sing the songs of




I THINK THERE are a great many
people who wonder why Americans of
color spend so much time, thought, energy
and emotion, seeking a solution to what
is often called "the Negro problem."
There was a time in our nation's his-
tory when colorethcitizens regarded racial
discrimination, race prejudice, and all its
attendant ills as a "Negro problem."
Today, the American Negro—because
he thinks of himself as the American Ne-
gro and not the Negro-American—regards
the "Negro problem" as an American prob-
lem; all the more acute an American prob-
lem because surrender to inequality of
human dignity is so very un-American.
Stopped Whining
THE AMERICAN NEGRO—who once
whined and complained (and with ample
reason) about the treatment given him—
is no longer whining and complaining. He
is standing up on his own two feet, pro-
festing with every political, social, and
economic weapon at his command. His
protest is not a selfish protest in behalf of
his own well-being. It is a protest against
what he truly feels is bad for his country.
The American Negro today believes
that America is his country. He believes
he has a right to claim it as such. For he
loves America and has consistently dis-
played his loyalty and patriotism to her.
He has shown it under arms from the
example of black Crispus Attucks. first
patriot to die in the American Revolution,
right down to Done Miller. the Naval
messman who manned his shin's guns to
shoot down Japanese aircraft in World
War II.
The history of the Arner;n
nrOves elootientiv that his devotion to his
country has been genuine in time of nesete
as well as in time of wet. in time of pros-
perity as in time of depression and reces-
sion.
- Since We Love America an deeply
and since we have proven it so unhesi-
tatingly and consistently, we Americans
of color believe we have a great stake in
the future of this nation. That is why we
are concerned about utilizing every re-
source known to us to join in a common
crusade for the defeat of the enemies of
our country.
We do not want to see America di-
vided from within should attack come
from without. We do not want to see
America divided—even if there never is
such an attack.
The possibilities in production, the
potentialities in growth of this country
are unlimited. And among us — loyal
Americans of color—there is so much un-
tapped strength, simply because some of
our own sadly mistaken fellow men fail
to realize that, in order to lead today's
world, our country needs all her people
to be ready, willing, able—and permitted
—to give their all.
Take The Offensive
THAT IS THE reason why, in many
discussions with people, white and color-
ed, I keep urging them to take a stand
on the vital issues in race relations.
I am particularly insistent with my
friends of my own race because I believe
there are many fine. white Americans
who are waiting for the Negro himself to
take the offensive in his fight against
second-class rithenship.
These Americans know that our
ic st country for masses, not class-
ts •
There never was a more vital moment__
in our history- as a nation, I believe. That
is why I feel it is time for all the people
of this nation to agree that witether they
like the color of a man's skin or the width
tof his tie, he should be given an equal op-
portunity to be an American and to par
ticipate 4 everything Americans do,




IF I HAD ever been to Paris,' said
Simple, "I would like to go there 1.-.a
more time once."
"How do you know you would, since
you have never been in France?" I asked.
"I know I would," said Simple, "be-
cause a friend of mine just came back to
New York and told me all about it. He i4i
as dark as me, real colored in complexion,
and he said in Paris for the first time in
his life, he felt like a man."
"I do not see why a Negro has to go
all the way to Paris to feel like a man," I
said.
"Some do and some don't," said Sim-
ple. "Me, I feel like a man in Hailem,
U.S.A., or anywhere else in this American
country, because I feel like a man Inside
myself wherever I be. But some folks are
not made like that.
Bad Manners Link
"SOME BLACK MEN do not feel like
men when they are surrounded by white
folks who look at them like as if blackness
was bad manners or something. It is nolla
bad manners to be black, any more than°.
, it is good manners to be white. God knows,
God made both of us, me and them.
But white folks in the U. S. A. has
got the upper hand—the whip hand—
which they have Neon had since the days
of slavery. White folks still have a million
and one ways in this centennial year of
keeping a Negro feeling like a man—
especially if he is a weak Negro like my
friend what won the sweepstakes ticket.
He took his money and went to Paris
and stayed a year and for the first time
he felt like a man. Me, in Paris, I would
feel like two men. That is why I want to
go, and return, and go again."
Missed U. S. Food
"TO GET SOME corn bread and pigs
feet and greens," said Simple, "which is
what my friend said he missed so much
in Paris. Also to see Jackie Mabley a
Pigmeat Markham and Nipsey Russell'
the Apollo, and to hear the Caravans sing
anspel songs there one more time, also
Edna Gallmon Cooke, whom I love. Then
I would return to Paris and stay another
year.
My friend, John Williams, travelled
all over Europe on his sweepstakes money
—France and Italy and Spain. He says the
wonderful thing about Europe is a Negro
can get his hair cut anywhere.
That is certainly not true in the U.S.A.
where a Negro has to look for a colorad
barbershop—just like in most towns down
South he still has to look for a colored
restaurant in which to eat, a colored hos-
pital in which to die, and a colored un-
dertaker to get buried by, also a colored
cemetery to be buried in. They has no
such jackassery in Europe."
Not Jackasses There
"WHITE FOLKS are not jackasses 10
Europe," said Simple. In Europe, my
friend tells me, they accepts colored peo-
ples as human beings. Therefore, Negrdes
can get their hair cut anywhere in any
barbershop in Paris, France, or Rome,
Italy, or Madrid, Spain. Also Negroes min
get shaved.
"Here in the United States to get
shaved a white barber is liable to cutTa
colored man's throat instead of trimming
his beard. I have never heard tell of no
sit-ins in no barber chairs in Ameripi.
Have you? It would take a brave blaOk
student to sit-in at a white barber shop.ln
Memphis, Jackson, Toogaloo, Birmingham,
Atlanta, or anywhere else.
"Did you say non-violent? With all
the love he has got in his heart, I haite
never read in no newspaper yet wheie
Rev. Martin Luther King has gone intcva
white barber shop down South and said,
'I love you, barber. Cut my hair.' Martin
Luther King has got more sense than that.
He knows prayer might not prevail in fa
white barber shop in Birmingham. OrIllw
Iln;ton, either."
Ohio Student's Case
"YOU ARE RIGHT," I said. "My
dentist's son, colored, goes to a small ctl-
lege in Ohio in a small town. There rite
only a handful of colored folks there. T1Is
young student has to travel forty miles
Toledo to get his hair cut. The white bar-
hershons near the college will not serve
him. They politely claim they do not know
how to cut colored hair."
"If white Americans can learn how
to fly neat Venue: go in orbit and make
teo.r.:+aree, it ',noire' like to me white )N.,,I•ttemci
nh4̂  Prli'ld learn tn mit colored hot-"
,._,._..7: gfrotraft.
"Hut fliflelt they roan Triffh9 Mil' mu
T mrpfmr to cm to Pc-is. tn rost mu
fnr retort., hrnorl
en 73,s4s pmatm mita" Ipn,00
tr.:. 411.• titinsono+ol-no " oofrl
"I wish I could go to Paris just onoe,
so I could return another time. Even here


































































































































































































Finds Curiosity Spurs Whites
To Read Books By Nigroes
Special To The Defender
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Curiosity is the reason
white readers read books by Negro authors is the opin-
ion of an author who received national publicity re-
cently when the American Acadeniy in Rome turned
• him down t. a Fellow.
In a interview, John A. Williams, author of "Night Song,"
said, "Alth,-,ugh the Negro reading audience Is growing,
Negro writers in America owe their success to white readers."
The author stated that the appeal of novels by Negroes
Is "not for the reasons that apply to most novels. Curiosity,
perhaps. White readers do not read about Negro life because
they identify with it. No one wants to identify with an ugly
situation, but at this time there is a great curiosity about
what makes Negroes tick.
HELP SOCIAL CHANGE
"The people who bought books by Negroes," Williams
continued, "twenty years ago may have been influential in
• bringing about the social changes we are now living through.
And twenty years from now, the current Negro writers may
have the same effect."
Asked if he thought there was such a thing as Negro
literature, Williams replied, "I think it about time the public
stops excluding Negro—and Jewish and other minority
group'—novels from the main stream of Ameiican literature.
"The writer has his experiences in America," Williams
said. "They are American expertiences, not specialized cate-
• gories. I don't think because a Negro writes about Negroes
he does not write on a large scale. First, you are a human
being, then a writer."
He was queried as to whether he thought the public
expects something particular from a Negro novelist.
Williams answered, "Yes, there is a danger in the pub-
lic expecting a writer to write only about certain things—
say Negroes or jazz—in a certain way. Because of this many
writers have been writing the same book over and over
again for their entire lifetime.
"As for me, I want to expand. However, I do not write
with my audience in mind."
Williams came into national prominence last October
when the American Academy in Rome turned him down
for a year's study there. He had been awarded a $3,500 grant
by the American Academy of Arts and Letters for a year's
study in Rome, list January.
An American organization, the American Academy of
Arts and Letters is not connected with the academy in Rome.
Instead, the National Institute of Arts and Letters is its
parent body.
15-MINUTE TALK
Two weeks prior to his being turned down, Williams
was interviewed for about 15 minutes by Richard A. Kimble
for the Italian school. Later the notification of his not being
approved was received. It was signed by Michael Rapuano,
president of the academy in Rome. Williams and his family
were prepared to leave for Italy.
When Williams received the notification, he said it
stated that "another candidate would benefit more than I
would."
Angry about the author being turned down, the Na-
tional Institute of Arts and Letters awarded him a $2,000
grant. which Williams refused.
With the refusal to accept Williams as a Fellow, it was
the first time the Academy in Rome had not accepted a
candidate selected by the American Academy of Arts and
Letters. Ralph Ellison and several other Negroes had been
recipients of the fellowship in the past.
A white poet, Alan Dugan, winner of a Pulitizer prize,
received the fellowship earlier awarded to Williams.
Because of the incident, tne American Academy of Arts
and Letters severed its relationship with Rome. Williams
then accepted the $2,000 grant offered earlier.
He said, "It's a damn good feeling."
The author had received the award for his book "Night
Song." Busy working on a novel set in the time of Christ,
Williams has edited a collection of fiction and non-fiction
stories entitled "The Angry Black" and compiled "Africa:
Her History. Lands and People," a book with pictures for
young people.
In January. a novel, "Sissie" will be published by Far-
rar, Straus. It is the story of a middle-class Negro family
dominated by embittered matriarch, Sissie Joplin.
DEATHBED SCENE
The novel begins with Sissie on her deathbed, while her
two children, Iris, a famous popular singer, and Ralph, a
well-known playwright, rush to her side.
A series of flashbacks tells Sissie's history of how she
came North and through sheer will power established a
family when her victimized husband did not have the am-
bition.
The flashbacks also reveal how her ambition scarred
Iris and Ralph so much they could find freedom from Sissie
only by understanding their mother and forgiving her.
Williams grew up in Syracuse, New York. After serving
with the Navy, he returned to Syracuse University where
he received his masters degree in 1951.
Since then he wprked as a newspaper reporter. a social
worker, a copywriter and a publicist. Currently, he is de-
voting his full time to writing.
Spectre Of Mixed Marriage Still
Haunts Mississippi Gov. Barnett
"Would you want your
-daughter to marry a Ne-
gro?" ,




41o v. Rots Barnett while in
hicago, the political boss of
'e most backward state in the
Vnion wound up his give-and-
litite talk with a repot ter with
that question.
On a shopping tour to the
North to interest businessmen
iii building new plants in Mis-
sissippi to take advantage of
low wages there, Gov. Barnett
trotted out "the oldest chest-
nut" around in any discussion
!4f race relations.
,,.' Barnett, the acid racist who,
-Retied the federal government
Its a vain attempt to stop inte-
gration at the University of
Mississippi, claimed that inter.
marriage "mongrelizes" t h e
;Pres.
He said that Egypt at one
time "had only a white race"
and was admired and respected
by all the world, "because they
Ø;occelled all other nations."u Barnett declared that when
_Egyptians began to marry Ne-
'groes, "They started to go
:downhill and the people of
the world began to lose respect
-;4md confidence in the white
Om of Egypt."
.., Then, he turned to a reporter
-and asked that tired old ques-
tion: "How Would you like your
,tataughter to marry a Negro?"
e INTERMARRIAGE DROPS
.a" Statisti-ts show that the
..,ohances are slim that the news-
;, an's kin wopld wed a Negro,fi m., nce the years imediately
" .61lowing World War II, inter_
"inarriages has been dropping
.-ifteadily.• 
a
Verseas, especially in Britain,
6rrance and Germany.
The number of Negro-white
Minions in the U. S. is so insig-
fi
'nificant that only such diehard 
acista as Barnat ever raise
:the question. It is conceivable,
however, that a slight increase
will occur PS mere inte;ration
is accomplished in other areas.
When entertainer Sammy
••Davis, Jr., married May Britt,
Swedish actress, a sister of
e President of the United
y; tates attended the ceremony
and actually embraced the
ibridegroom.
-41 This would not have been
'Vie case a century ago. In 1853
a- New York mob tried to lynch
a Negro who had married a
white girl. He was forced to
flee the country.
!MAUD TRIAL
In 1920 one of the scandal
sensations of the year was a
rourt trial in wh:ch a New York
aristocrat sought an annulment
on Du' ##''''",nris of fraud hnercisc
— he claimed — his wife had
Nearn blood.
' In tem* of percentage, inter.
racial marriages are more fre-
quent among persons of nation.
al repute than among the or-
cItpory citizens. A rase in point
is,the marriage of New York's
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell to The stet
his white secretary. Scarcely "Even i
an eyebrow was raised. at some ti
One writer, who did a study
of intermarriage said that sanc-
tions and objections to bi-racial
unions have declined sharply.
The NAACP had this to saY:
Kinzie Blueitt
Stricken At Station
Chicago police district corn-
minder Kinzie Blueitt of the
Waash Avenue station was
stricken while at work, and re-
moved to his home where doc-
tors were called.
ement concluded. The Negro was William G. Al. promot e racial integration According to reports, Blueitt
f it should develop len, a quadroon, who married within the church. suffered a severe cold and virus
me in the future that a white girl from Fulton, N. Y. "W
ould you want your
interracial marriages took place
on a large scale, we would not
consider that in any sense a
cause for alarm."
Thus, the report that opera
"Integration of schools and singer Margaret Tyneswill
other public facilities has not mar rya wealthy German in-
resulted in any appreciable 
in,
dustrial designer rated no more
crease in interracial marriages, than a few lines in most Amer-
"In any northern city one can ican newspapers. Even this
mention, despite integrated mention was givm because of
school systems for several gen. the singer's fame.
erations, the number of inter- I However, the 1653 case In
racial marriages is still negligi- ,New York caused a great deal
ble." of stir, and almost cost a life.
After escap:ng a mob in
Phillipsville, N. Y., Allen es-
caped to England and wrote
a book denouncing racial preju.
i
dice in America.
I The fact that attitudes have
changcd is evidenced in a re-
port from an organization of
the Protestant Episcopal church,
which stated that it found no-
thing wrong with interracial
marriages.
The organization, the Episco-
pal Society for Cultural and
Racial Unity, was organized to
daughter to marry a Negro?"
; This was the basis of a 1980
issue of "Social Progress," a
publication of the United Pres.
;byterian Church in the United
'States.
The consensus was that no
Christian should try to stop
his son or daughter from marry,
ing a person of any other race.
The group reported that it
reoeived a great volume of
mail on the subject, and "the
overwhelming preponderance of
it was favorable.
WILLIAM J. TRENT, JR., executive director
of the United Negro College Fund, accepts
$50,000 check—a gift to the fund and its 32
member colleges from the Esso Education
Foundation. Presenting it is Robert 0. Goody-
keontr, vice president in charge of the East-
ern Esso Region of Humble Oil & Refinktg
Company. Other management representatives
of Humble Oil at the presentation were Wen-
dell P. Alston and James S. Avery. Both are
active in the educational-relations program
of Humble and its Eastern Esso Region.
sso Foundation Gives $50,000(interracial marriages occurred IEven during the war most;E
„ tween Negro American serv-
ctmen and women in countries
• •
To 32 UN(E Colleges In 19
The United Negro Col-
lege Fund has received
$50,000 from the Esso
Education Foundation to
help with the aid given
each year by the College Fund
to 32 privately supported col-
leges and universities in 11
Southern States.
The grant was one of the
largest in the Esso foundation's
aid-to-education program for the
198243 academic year.
The $50,000 check were pre-
sented to William J. Trent, Jr.,
United Negro College Fund ex-
ecutive director, by Robert 0.
Goodykoontz, vice president in
charge of the Eastern Esso Reg-
ion of Humble Oil & Refining
Company.
Standard Oil Company fisl. J.)
and six of its affiliated com-
panies provide , the financial
support for the Esso Education
Foundation. Humble Oil, Jer-
sey Standard's largest affiliate,
is one of the contrinutors.
MD 300 SCHOOLS
The nation-wide program of
the Etali Education Foundation,
totaling $1,798,500 this year, in- I
eluded unrestricted, capital and !
science grants to nearly 300
schools and special grants to a
few major educational organiza-
tions such as the United Negro
College Fund. Since its found.
big in 1955, the Esso foundation
has contributed more than $13
million in educational aid.
Besides Standard Oil Corn.
pany (N. J.) and Humble Oil, it
is also supported by Esso Re-
search and Engineering Com-
pany, Esso International Inc.,
Esso Standard Eastern. Inc.,
Humble Pipe Line Company
and the Jersey Production Re-
search Company.
Gifts to the United Negro Col-
lege Fund help to meet the cur-
rent operating expenses of mem-
ber colleges and also provide
assistance to scholarship pro-
grams. Most of this financial
support is obtained by appeals
conducted by Fund volunteers
through approximately 150 cam-
paign centers in nearly that
many cities and towns from
coast to coast.
. Last year, to meet expanding
educational needs, decors con
tributed a record $2,310,008 to
the Fund. In 1960, nearly $2,200,-
000 was raised.
Since U.N.C.F. was establish-
ed in 1944, it has collected about
$28 ninon on behalf of member
colleges through its ahnual ap-
peals. An additional $17,5000,000
was raised in a five-year cam-
paign for capital funds, which
began in 1951.
The 32 Fund colleges repre-
sent a combined enrollment of
more than 25,000 students.
Short Cut Brandy
MOSCOW — (UPI) — The of-
ficial Tess News Agency said
the Russians have been able to
distill brandy in three months
instead of three years. The pro-
duct is called Fokushor-Little
Fire.
infection. Given cold shots and
put to bed, he is expected to
return to duty next week.
of a just completed coloring
book which one might assume
was conceived by comic Dick
Gregory.
However, it wasn't. Two
FOR THEIR GREATEST GIFT, freedom in a democracy, two
children with big hearts, place a holly wreath at the feet of
the Abraham Lincoln statue in Lincoln Park. The ornaments
on the tree represent the symbol of the Century of Negro
Progress Exposition to be presented by the American Negro
Emancipation Centennial Authority at McCormick Place,
August 16 through September 2. The children are Phyllis
Washington, 4, and Robert Randall, 5.
New Coloring Book
Joshes Race Relations
Where do you draw the "col_ of rib-tickling satire. The coy.
or" line? This is the subject l e
r warns the buyer to beware
with its depiction of reverse
freedom rides, via the "Blood-
hound Lines."
The authors, in doing a take-
off on the James Meredith-
Ole Miss hassle, pictures a lone
Negro sitting in an empty
white ad executives are the classroom. The caption reads:
authors and they are main- "Man, this is the most deseg-
taiMng their anoniminity. En. regated school I ever did see.
White Ain't nobody here but me."
Commenting on the first Ne-
Pages ioit.:10 astronaut to hind on the
oon, the book thows two
white moon-men who shout:
"Look, Shine on harvest
moon." Still further in the is-
sue, two prisoners standing on
a rock pile with sledge ham-
mers ask a guard if: "We got-
ta make more Little Rocks?"
Because Negroes
known for buying furniture
appliances on credit and pay-
ing outlandish prices, the au-
thors have included a draw-
ing which shows a Negro pu.
chasing a television set (slight-
ly used) for $595, one dollar
down. The salesman has wage
assignment papers in his side
pocket.
One page in particular lash-
es out at ADC. It shows a cur-
vey mother draped in a slinky
evening gown with four chil-
dren standing behind her. She
is telling the social agent:
"Like any other business, hon-
ey, the higher the production,
tbo higher the profits."
titled "The Black &
Coloring Book," it is 15
Reader's Digest To
Publish In Nigeria
NEW YORK — The Read-
er's Digest will publish a new
English-language edition in
Nigeria beginning in 'March,
1983, it was announced by
Paul W. Thompson, General
Manager of International Edi-
tions.
It will be called "READ
from Reader's Digest."
The Nigerian edition will be
the 34th Digest version to be
launched, and the first to be
developed specifically for an
emergent African nation.
Guaranteed monthly circula-
tion of "READ from Reader's
Digest" will be 25,000. A Di-
gest source estimated its actual
readership would be in excess
of 125,000 per issue.
WIDE APPEAL
" 'READ from Reader's Di-
gest' will be specially edited
to give it the widest possible
appeal to readers who want
to widen both their knowledge
and interests, in order to be
better able to serve their grow-
ing nation, Thompson said.
"It will go to a young and
vigorous people who are
hungry for knowledge of the
world," he added.
Bible History Depicted In
Xmas Coconut Again
Stamps By New York Collecto PEORIA, Ill. — (UPI) — For,he 15th year, Ed Clinch has
his Christmas coconut but he's
NEW YORK — When.
the price of a regular post- ,
age stamp goes up to five!
cents next week, it will
bring the usual angry com-
plaints from the man in the
street.
But one man who buys lots
of stamps won't have any com-
plaints. He is John Thomas,
who is one of the most Un-
usual stamp collectors in the
nation. The Negro hobbyist re-
creates the story of the Bible
through stamps. Other stamps
concern him little.
He may, however, add the
special Emancipation Proclama
tion stamp to his collection as
a symbol of freedom.
Underneath it, he may writ,-
'something like "Issued in Feb-
ruary to commemorate the
iEmancipation Proclamation, the
document President Lincoln
signed to free the slaves. This
historic event is as important
in modern history as Moses
leading the children out of Is-
rael was in arrlent times."
Thomas has been collecting
stamps only since 1957 and has
won six medals and two tro-
phies in competition.
He has recreated the worlds
of Abraham, Moses, Jesus and
St. Paul through stamps. Be
cause he has focused attention
on the stamps by writing ex,
planations shout each stamp.
Through these, the viewer is
able to follow the paths of bib.
. Heal history.
Thomas explained, "My in-
t terest :n stamp collecting be-
gan with the realization that,
so a frustrated artist, I would
- miter be able to paint any great
pictures, and so I decided to
Lie Test In Party Theft
TRENTON, N. J. — (UPI)—
Celebrants at the Hamilton
township employes' Christmas
party may have to take lie
detector tests.
Township committee-
man Raymo id I. Dwier issued
a memorandum to the 50 per-
sona who attended the party
in he municipal building Dec
13. He warned they will be
required to submit to the tea
unless someone returns the
$113 swiped froan the purse
of township clerk Thelma Bla
sig while she was dancing.
collect great paintings on great
stamps.
"This in turn, led me to be-
come attracted to the various
religious of the world which
were depicted on stamps, and
my interest centered on Chris-
tianity."
His collection started in 1957,
after reading an article about
stamps which depicted various "A good deal of research was
Bibles. As his interest mount- needed to enable me to corn-
ed, 'Moines began to probe bine the stamps with their cot._
deeper and to add stamps rect historical background."
which have a direct bearing
upon Bible stories.
I "It wasn't easy," Thomas con-
tinued, "to collect all the
stamps I would need to com-
plete the stories ef the Bible. I
acquired some from lo_at stamp
dealers and, in many cases, I
hrd to send away to various
countries.
FELLOW COUNTRYMAN Lionel fart gives
British singer Shirley Balta.> a congratulatory
kiss after witnessing her performance in
Plata Hotel's Persian Room in New York A
British compotier, Bart ta author of musical
still wondering who sent it.
; This time the coconut came
by ambulance. In past years
coconuts have been delivered
by police, a marine, an FBI
agent, and a radio station's mo-
bile news unit. Ambulance
service officials said they found
the coconut on their doorstep
with Clinch's address attached.
"It's here again. That's all I can
say," Clinch said.
"Oliver" due to open on Broadway next
month. Upon completion of her engagement
at the Plaza. the 24-year-old Negro chanteuse
has tentatively scheduled a tour of Australia.
•
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MR. & MRS. T. T. STOKES, II
Editor Takes Bride In Ceremony
At Centenary On Christmas Day
In a candlelight ceremony For her wedding,
before the altar in the Centen- Stokes chose a street-length ed with the Division of Child
ary Methodist church on off-white dress with high Welfare in Cleveland, 
Ohio.
Christmas Day, Miss Dorothy neckline and long sleeves and Ernest C. Withers, Sr., well-
Brown Racks of Cleveland, 0., carried a nosegay of white hy- known Memphis 
photograph-
became the bride of Thaddeus brid orchids. er, was best man for the ••,,.., ... 
HOLIDAY DOINGS were Mrs. Annie Bond and
Themen Stokes II. editor of The bride's only attendant editor. " . Afrorn Is Most ,After getting stuffed over the Your scribe.
the Tri-State Defender. was her niece, Miss Barbara The groom was educated in holidays, I'm sure many. New GUESTS HERE
Officiating • th the ceremony, Ann Tuoney, of Altantic City, the public schols of Pennsyl- To Luncheon Guests Year's resolutions were cen-s. Out-of-town guests of your
attended only by a few close N. J., a student at St. Augus- vania and at Kent State uni- tered around going on a diet.
friends of the couple, was the tine college, Raleigh, N. C. versity at Kent, Ohio
, where Rev DeWitt Alcorn 687 E.
scribe on Christmas day were
pastor, Rev. James W. Lawson, Mrs. Stokes is a graduate of he received his. bachelor's de- • . 
'
Trigg ave., a presiding elder in 
With so many. places..  to go and
so much food, it is hard to re_ 
Mr. and Mrs. John Culberson.
Jr. St. Augustine college and the gree in journalism w
ith the sist at a time like this. Well, Spending the season in Jackson MUSING: There is as much of the "last of
The bride's parents are Mr. Atlanta University School of clas of 1949. 
the CME Ch
tamed at a luncheon for guests
here,urch 
that's a part of Christmas, you are Miss 
Ruby Finger, Mrs. „ life" to enjoy as the first, may-
and Mrs. Sylvester F. Racks of Social Work, where she receiv- He has served on 
the staffs
which included a former par- know — feasting. 
Lucille Jordan Chucher, and 
Grant us the knowledge that
we need he more. Accept and live by
Atlantic City, N. J. The groom ed her .master of arts degree. of the Cleveland Call and Post, • • 
Mrs. Helen Whitsett Harris.
ishioner last Thursday. . Around Lane college the
is the son of Mrs. Beulah She has done further study at The Atlanta Daily 
World and
1 Among out-of-town guests campus is 
very quiet as stu- Miss Finger. who taught in 
To solve the questions of the the blessed idea that the best
,were Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie E. - •  dents cleared it quickly for
sweet 
the Jackson City School Sys_ I 
mind;
a rich, full span on this earth
is yet to be and you will have*
Stokes of 4ron, Ohio, and Ahekthe Smith 'School of Sociil the Memphis World.
Gorman of Wewoka Okla• home, 
home. As those tern for a number of 
years, Light Thou our candles while
late Mr. Thaddeus Themerr:Work at Not;thampton, Mass. 1 The couple will live in
rector Whitney H. Young,
NAACP President Arthur B.
Springarn, and NAACP Execu-
tive Secretary Roy Wilkins.
FOUR GENERATIONS were present for the Christmas
dinner at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Isabel of
772 Hanley at. on Christmas and posed for this photograph
on the festive day. Seated on floor, from left, are Janice
Cash, Carleton Catchings, Marcia Isabel, Anthony Wayne
Isabel, Brenda Anita Catchings and James Isabel, Jr. Seen
on sofa, same order, are Miss Marilyn Isabel, Mr. Clarence
E. Isabel, Sr., Mr. Joseph C. Catron, senior member of
family who observed his 100th birthday in November; Mrs.
The= F .--.>/( 
by3;41minweV. Anna C. Cooke  /
Stokes, Sr. A member of Detla Sigrna Memphis.
R P ra ,C IR V "I IR • T.





stitute, Bernice McKinney from
Lincoln Unviersity. I'm sure
there are also many I haven't
• ning over with Christmas to move to Memphis after clos- come 
in contact with. The first Pity in Tedianapel.s Sort., see times ugly in its attempts to
cheer ing a business in Texas.
reside in Detroit. .
.Attendlnd the ent;,.,„
11 (Th.),_ have begun to be so very de- alone can be, and know, and
do. Frtf them, the last eif life
.pressed. Then it dawned upon can of Omega Ps Phi crater- h I indeedgrowing be 
barren, cold, some-
,old. Sometimes I feel that I
time away from home for some, Mr. and Mrs. S. H. 
Bronaiigh. 
just 
prolong that youth.can't take it any more. I
the scholastic reports are en- He is serving as delegate from (Continued Next Week)gun writing you because you
f LOCAL CLUBS the .T aekso
n chapter.couraging.
D Fred Garner. This was 
t s mto always have a solution
, YADS, charity and social 
annual Christmas party for 'WHITE CHRISTMAS' Adkins was the setting for a , . . • to problems 
What is your so-ts • • i , , mor•s••Nurnom .. —.. Popular JUGS and t
e 7"10V.IV ),orrie Of Ur.. John NEWCOMER
The YEARS AT the evening, ner, Barbara and Joe Atkins, , 
The white Christmas we've Old DETROIT — (up') — Alex k
clubs respectively, entertained dreamed about for so many ei.tini
onn breakfast on Dee. 2A '
ution to mine?the group. Members and 
the season's at its serest . Cleoa and Henry Neale, Hes.- in Lakeview on the 28th. 
guests arrived early and stay- 
Delvecchio of the Detroit Re,"
than gay 'mongst such of the 
Out-of-town guests present 
De.^r Old:
but, thankfully, God is still' ter and A. D. Miller, Mar 
years in the Deep SoPth final- "Grow, old along with me! Wings is the only new teamy. 
The JUGS held their annual 
ed late. Things were gayer .
1Y came this way and made the "'ere M" l̂
ernes r ,e1,^1. aed
Finger. Such delicacies a-s 
The best is yet to be, the last captain in the National Hockyy
dream come true. 'Twas a bad ,,,,,, of life for which the first was League this season. He succeed-
en"nt"' him creamed Made." — Robert Browning. I ed Gordie Howe, who is dou-
and other hrealeflt treat cewld ,don't know how old you are. I bling up as a player and assilt-
not 'Iy. restated 'even tho the but I don't think you are THAT,ant coach with the Red Wings
fully decorated, and the
Christmas Spirit prevailed
throughout the evening. Some
of the entimes who assembled
to enjoy frosted and hot bev-
erages, along with scrumptious
tidbits were Anne and O'Fer-
rell Nelson Ethel and Larry
Wynne. Cloteal Toles, Dr. and 
... Henry Van Dyke n • •
, who is an aunt leanor Re
dd from Tennessee Combs Who is visiting with less young years to fill the lat-
othing in those splendid, reck-
' Mrs. E. Frank White, The er of Wevvoka '
' Felton Earls, Carlee Bodye, 
Dear Carlotta:
: The Harold R. Thomases, The 
of Mrs. Bishop. Mrs. Gorman State, also Albert Johnson, 
Ed.iher sons, Edward and Robert
is a public    school librarian.
families whet I don't know what has hap- 
er ones. They think of happi-
I Claude Strongs, Sammye Al- is an 
eletrician  na Womack from Tuskegee In- iProitt, ana 
theie
d El t 11 f dd n 1 









Mrs. Leon Springfield and
Mrs. Gertie Miller enter-
tained at a small dinner party
last Saturday evening at the
Springfield's home, 4859 Horne,
Lake Rd.
Honored guests we Mr.
and Mrs. Thaddeus T. Stokes,
newly weds. Also Miss Bar-
bara Toomey of Atlantic City,
N.J., a senoor at St. Augus-
tine college in Raleigh, N.C.,
and niece to Mrs. Stokes;
Mrs. Omie Belle Harding, and
Mr. and Mrs. Aldean Powell
Daisy Bates Holds
Autographing Party
, NEW YORK — Some 300
,guests attended the Daisy Bates
book autograph party here this
week in honor of the release
of her historic memoirs, "The
Long Shadow of Little Rock."
The party, held at the new
Americana Hotel, was soon-
Cored by the national NAACP
and the New York Friends of
Daisy Bates. under the chair-
imanship of Mrs. Lillian Sharpe
Hunter. noted civic leader.
Highlight of the festive af-
fair was the final payment of
$1,000, making a total of $4.500
for nine NAACP life member-
ships purchased for the origi-
nal "Little Rock Nine" by the
A f ric an Methodist Episcopal
Chiirch.
Dr. J. Leonidas Leach of
Flint. Michigan, a lay leader in
the AME Church and a mem-
ber of the NAAtP Board of
Directors. presented the check
to Mrs. Bates. also a member
of the NAACP Board.
Notables attending the af-
fair included Lorraine Hans-
berry, playwright; John 0.
Killens, author of the forth-
coming book. "And Then We
Heard the Thunder," National
, Urban League Exeeutive Di-
Mrs. Theta sorority, she is employ-
bATURDAY, dAlgtjAirr ta, TIM
Clarence E. Isabel, Sr., holding Darrel Isabel, youngest
member of the family, and Charles Isabel. Standing, ham
left, are Miss Lois Jean Wong, Cincinnati; Mrs. Clarence
E. Isabel, Jr., Detroit; Mrs. James Isabel, Sr., Cincinnati;
Mrs. Joseph Isabel, Mrs. James Cash, Mrs. McCann L. Reid
and McCann L. Reid. Standing in rear, from left, are
Clarence E. Isabel, Jr., Detroit; James Isabel, Sr., Cincinati,




B. T. W. High School
old, from the tone of your let-
ter. Nothing is sadder than not
to know the truth of . Brown-
ing's wopcls, nothing more re-
warding 'than to live by them.
Waste none of it in future fears
len, Jewel Gentry and The, Also attending was Rev. .1. B.
Peaces. The party was run- Johnson of Texas, who plans
Mrs. 0. T. Bedford and little journeyed away. Jackson homes 
flows c . i - • or vain regrets.
Misses Shirley Marie and!received their loved 
ones who Churcher, a native of Jackson To keep our hearts from 
going.
, Many strong, fine exciting
Kaye LaDon Bedford of Tex- ,are away in school. 
, is a freauent visitor of her I blind: things belong to youth. I am
arkansas, Ark., and Rev. J. B. Among those I
've seen at narents, Mr. and Mrs. James Enlarge our vision to behold i glad I missed none of them.
Johnson home for the holidays are 
Jordan, and her sister and hus- The we Thou hint But they pass out of our ex-
The Gorman were the house- 
IJacque C. Cole, Mary H. Phelps,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Patricia Wortham from Knox-
Bishop of 621 S. Lauderdale at.yule c
ollege; Rhoda J ea n
Accompanying the Gormans to Beasley and Ralph Johnso
n
Memphis was Mrs. Mamie K.
Jackson, a retired school teach- '
bawl Dr and Mrs. A.
ey. Mrs. Harris is gues
parents. Mr. and Mr
Whitsett on Institute
from Fisk; Eric Thomas, Foster Amon," tinonn out of the city
t of her 
[ wrought of old:Z. Man- perience in due time and we
s. Fred 
Reveal thyself in every law, must let them go and be 
ready
And gild the towers of truth to take 
others just as good, or
st.
Dobbins, Eddie Forte and El- for the holidays is 
Mrs. Oliver
b t
with holy awe. 
• There are those who store
•
in Wis Heaven and Gerri of- and Walter Franklin, William
fers every sincere prayer and C. Williamson, Alzalia and
good wish that all will Be Fred Williams, Dr. and Mrs. H. hers arrived early, conducted
right with the world in 1963. Ralph Jackson, Mell and Percy the business at hand, ex-
To each of my readers, a hap- Gill. Elois and. changed gifts and received 
James Wash-
py, prosperous and peaceful ington, Verastem and Harold their
New Year to you! Goodrich, Ernestine and Sun- 
.
This wonderfully warm ga - 
Tippy Twigg, Charlette Brooks
• • • beam Mitchell and your scribe thering 
and Samuel Polk, Anne Sprag-
Although the leaves of the with spouse, Bill. 
included Jo and Andy 
gins and Ronald Gibson, Ma-Bridges Sarah and Horace
Chandler, Anne and O'Ferrell 
the home of Mrs. Annie M. H^LIDAY WEDDINGS
diary for 1962 are rapidly di- All of the tasty and deli- non and Paul Holly, Gerri Bond on Middleton st., and the June may be the month for
minishing, they are nonethe- cious foods were prepared by Nelson. and Booker T. Ja
mes, Rose
I Pearl and John Gor-
' ess crammryi to capacity with, the charmfng hostess, com-1a d George Brown, Carol Ja- 
final warm up climaxed at the brides but Christmas hasn't
, don Dolores and Hal Lewis
the cavortings of my capri- plete with the traditional tur-, merson and company. 
home of Mrs. Lucille Sangster
Hester and A. D. Miller, Dnt, 
fallen short in Jackson. On Dec.
cious coterie, key and dressing dinner.1 Guests included Phil and 
,on Pine st. Those who had11.6 announcements was made
, and Roy Vaugham ,Nashville
Yes, we DID have a WHITE 
• • • 
• Elene Phillips, Walter and 
bright eyed youngsters waiting by Mrs. Mozell Long of the
J H 1 for the big day got home in 'marriage of her daughter, Miss
time to &reet Santa. Garline Long, at a wedding re-
Religious services were ob- ception held in her honor at
served in many churches and Macedonia Baptist church an-
asrecleibay ti oblise "Maninciesstewriaasl sA 
me
P°111-




at 11 a. m.. on Christmas On Dec. 23 Mr. aria Mrs.
r
ison and company,  
Staraggins. Barham and Ikon 
St. Paul CME church. The Shellis F. Lane entertained
Knowles.
This congenial group of con-
temporaries listened to the
music of Squash Campbell and
his Mad Lads, along with en-
joying delectable little tidbits 
elaborately entertained by
and tasty cocktails. 
Mee. 'Rosetta MeKissack at their
• • •
Celebrating wedding
versaries this week were Bar-
L
CHRISTMAS and the festivi- Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Murphy,
ties began at the lovely split mother and father of Earline
level home of Nedra and Somerville and Clarissa M.
Smitty with Christmas Eve, Murphy, her sister — all of and spouse Carol Boswell,
dinner for a group of the per- St. Louis, were entertained were honeymooning.
sonable couple's gregarious with a cocktail party the night This gathering enjoyea
gadabouts. following the 25th. Harold Broome, of Washing-
Scattered hither, theither The gracious abode on Horn , ton, Caffrey Barthlomew of
and yon in the cozy home Lake Road, dwelling place for[Dayton, and William C. Wil-
were Fred and Carolyn Gall-' the Somervilles, was beauti-,liamson. Cocktails and mouth-
watering edibles cgowned this
dlima•••••11••••• ••• ••••••••••  the convivial company of Bar-
1 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC • 
n
bara Atkins (Joe journeyed to
•
Christmas party at Gerri's
shanty on the hill where mem-
Cooke, Marie Bradford and
Cloy Shaw, Nedra Smith
(Smitty was ir. Dallas), Gwen
i CAR WASH $ • do,) former Memphian Joyce• , Broome with her brother and
m the Kappa Conclave in Tole-
• sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
• 8 A.M.-6 P.M. : I Cocktails, bridge and whista Sat. or Sun. $1.25 Monday • 'annual event.• I sat. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
• Sun. Open 8 A.M.to 2 P.M.
✓  
ttiru s '
Friday a : The fashionable YADS ca-••
• SUMMER AVE CAR WASH 
w vorted at the lovely residence
• • •
• • of congenial Carolyn and
✓ 3100 Summer at Baltic a ,
lie•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••■2
TAYLOR'S MATTIE BEAUTY SHOP 1
AND SCHOOL
259 N. MAIN
HAIR STYLING TAUGHT THE MODERN WAY
DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
SPECIALIZING IN HAIR COLORING
CREATIVE AND LATEST STYLES
PERMANENTS SCALP TREATMENTS
Marie and Dan Ward, Billy
and Alfred Motlow, Jackie and
William Hawkins, Cathy and
Bobby Terrell, Myrna and
Anna Lee Martin, Delores and
James Boone, Delores and Ho-
sea Alexander, Wendell and
Valtina Robinson, Verastein
and Harold Goodrich, Mildred
and Cecil Mtichell, Floyd Har-
and slippery night on Christ..
mas Eve but the "As You Like
It" club and friends braved
bars and Joe Atkins, Hester
and A. D. Miller, and your
scribe and spouse, Bill. Seems
during the "Season to be Jol-
as if the "love bug" bit these
ly."
Perry's Beauty and Barber Shop
452 Walker Ave.
BEAUTY SHOP










We Do All Style's
the wintery weather and w
cheered the shut-ins with car- cr'""vk over 
eatina the day
ols. To warm up for the occa- before. Gam
es •comnleted the
sion the carolers gathered at rnm,in,Inr of the 
day
last meeting in her hore on
anni-
T.aconte st The traditional
Christmas dinner was served
the hostegg before bridge.
With several members out of
the city. 0'1Pqt players were
Mesdames Vera Brooks, Olivia
Combs. and Charlease Golden
Prizes for high score went to
Mesdames Bell, Combs and
Bigger. Other members present
sermon was nreached by Rev, with a wedding reception for
George—who is the new minis-, their daughter. Miss lone Ca-
ter et Lane Tabernacle CME rolyn Lane, who became Mrs.
chinch. Charles Herbert Keys. The re-





CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
Pest Exterminating Co.
o. Z. Evora FA 7-6033
1sAvE 80*  horn ....
milk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
CART HOME SAVINGS!




EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT. COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
946-0411
AND IF NO ANSWER
IA 7-3311
WHEN YOU THINK OF TRAVEL CALL
GLOBAL TRAVEL\\
AGENCY, INC.
9 A.M.•6 P.M.-Monday thru Friday
9 A.M.-2 P.M.-Sat.
656 VANCE AVE. PHONE-527-5633 MEMPHIS, TENN.
re•••••••••••••••■••••mut•
: LEARN TO DRIVE :
• IF YOU HAVE ANY U• 
• TROUBLE WHATSOEVER •
•
• IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE :
• leTENN. STATE •• Cam DRIVING SCHOOL
•







































































HONOREE AND FAMILY. Judge Sidney A. Jones and his
wife, Roma, with their daughters, Laurel (1.) and Mrs.
Horns Stewart at reception preeeeding the sixth annual
dinner of the Joint Negro Appeal. Over 500 leaders in the
CHATTING AT RECEPTION before dinner are Cl. to r.)
Edwin C. BerrS, executive director of the Chicago Urban
League; George S. Harris, president of Chicago Metropolitan
Mutual Assurance Co.; Judge Jones; Mrs. Etta Moten Bar-
AMONG DISTINGUISHED guests at the din-
ner were Mr. and Mrs. James T. Horton U.),
,Theodore A. Jones. recent appointee so the
field of social nelfare work. Negro and ,hite. gathered in
the Grand Ballroom of the Sheraton-Chicago Hotel to honor
Judge Jones. one of the city's outstanding volunteer workers.
nett, who sang the National Anthem; and State Rep. Cecil
A. Partee, former law partner of the honoree, and chairman
of the dinner.
Illinois Public Aid Commission; and Mr. and
Mrs. J. Harold Mosely.
NAACP Sets National
NEW YORK — Announce-
..znent of a nationwide Eman-
cipation Proclamation essay
contest for junior and senior
high school students was
;bade here by Roy Wilkins,
NAACP executive secretary.
Mr. Wilkins stressed that
the NAACP-sponsored compe-
tition is open to all young-
sters. It will be under direc-
tion of Dr. John Hope Frank-
lin. chairman, department of
history, Brooklyn College and
Dr. Bruce Catton, noted Civil
War historian. They will be
lissisted by Calvin Banks, NA-
11.CP program director.
ADDING HER OWN personal
tribute to the honoree with a
series of songs is Mahalia Jack-
son, long time friend of Jones.
ANIMATED DISCUSSION is carried on at a
pre-dinner reception by to r.) I Dr. Percy
L. Julian, Carl Seussman and Arnold H.
Maremont. who delivered the principal ad-
OLD FRIENDS and colleagues of Judge Jones assemble for
cocktails at reception and informal remarks on welfare
situation in Chicago: (i. to r.) Edward B. Toles, retiring
president, Cook County Bar Association; Dean John Ritchie.
dress. The industrialist.philanthopist chair-
man ef the Illinois Public Aid ('ommissicm de-
livered a "no punches pulled" speech.
Northwestern University Law School; Judge Jones: Norman Z
Nachman, vice president of the Chicago Bar Association;
and Truman K. Gibson, Sr.
FLOWERS FOR the Judge's lady, Mrs. Roma Jones II.), PLAQUE, citing Judge Jones "for having
are presented by Mrs. Mildred Davis, board member of the courage where there is need, humility where
Joint Negro Appeal, there is praise." is presented to the honoree
- - _
Contest For Centennial his M.D. degree from the How-I
The contest is being held
in two parts. The junior high
topic is "What the Emancipa-
tion Proclamation Has Meant
to America" while the senior
subject is "America, One Hun-
dred Years After the Emanci-
pation Proclamation."
First prize is $500; second
prize, $250, and third prize,
$100, in inich group. Winners
will be announced on July 4,
1963, in Chicago at the 54th
NAACP annual convention.
TO SEND NOTICES
Junior high students are
asked to submit essays of no
less than 800 words and no
Dr. J. W. Giles
icine in 1946. He served in St.
more than 1,200 words. Senior tion projects planned by the Named Director 
Dean Invited Toard University College of Med-
high school essays must not NAACP in accordance with a 1954, when he first came to 
Serve On Society, Louis hospitals until October,
be less than 1,200 words nor resolution passed by delegates
by Atty. Odas Nicholson II.), JNA president,
and Dr. Percy L. Julian, who paid a personal
tribute to the judge's career
more than 1.500 words. All
essays must be submited on
or before March 15, 1963, so
that a panel of educators may
judge them.
Mr. Wilkins added that con-
test announcements will
distributed, starting January
1st, through NAACP branches,
youth councils and college
chapters which, in turn, will
contact other local organiza-
tions.
This is one of a series of
Emancipation Procla in a-
attending the Association's
53rd annual convention in At-
lanta, Ga., last summer.
Quick Swim Reasoning
LONDON (UpL — Bed-
worth Bennion, 25: a human
"polar bear"'veho won the 99th
swim in Serpentlfir Lake, said
he was motivated by the
thought "the quicker I swim,
the sooner I'll be out of this."
The air temperati.,e at race
time WAS 33 degrees.
I VA ospita
WASHINGTON, D. C. —Dr.
Julian W. Giles, chief of staff
at Tuskegee, Ala., VA Hospital
since September, 1961, has
been named director of the
hospital, the Veterans Admin-
istration announced.
Doctor Giles succeeds Dr.
Howard W. Kenney who was
transferred as director to the
• Tuskegee VA Hospital. From
December, 1954, to September,
1956, he served with the U.S.
Army Medical Corps.
In July, 1959, he returned
to the Tuskegee VA hospital
and became chief of staff in
September, 1961.
Committees
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — Dr.
H. L. Van Dyke, chairman of
the department of science and
dean of the college of Arts and
Sciences at Alabama State col.
lege, has been invited to seeve
on three committees of the
Auburn Section of the Amer-
Film Blood Circulation icon Chemical Society.
DURHAM, N. r. (UPI)—
Duke Univesrity r,iported that
VA Hospital in East Orange, motion picture film has been
N. J. used to record the circulation
Doctor Giles, 41, received of blood inside the eyeball.
The invitation to serve on
the membership, awards, and
education committees was ex-
tendcri by Dr. Donald L. Vines,
school of chemistry',
University, chairman, Aubtrin
section, the American ChentE-...
al Society,
Dr. Van Dyke, whose M.:6.
and Ph.D degrees were earned
at the University of Michitlin
arid Michigan State Universi-
ty, respectively, has taughrat




— Maternal deaths in Some
areas of the United States
have been cut down by 80 per
Cent as a result of per-natal
examinations according to a




Here's A Page Of Weekend Comics For The Mole Family.
DONALD DUCK
Mit DUCK /6NT AvAiLABLE
MAY WE TAKE A MESSAGE!'
This IS HIS ANSWERING
SERVICE'
vt
wHEN AND WHY D.0 HE
6E7- AN AN5wER1NG SERYICE
By Walt Disney
THE CISCO KID -:-
YURI 1VOi MONRYANDJEWELS
FROM THE PA56E/46M OLT





















B Jose Salin4s & Rod Reed.
WELL, THEY LOOKED OVER
THE PASSENGERS ANP S41R
"THEY AIN'T ARE!'
SEXIOR SLANG' 16 THE MANAGER

















WHAT ARE YOU G,oiNe
10 Do WITH HIM?
U4' ONE OF VA SAIO,
"SLANG' W/LL SAY WE
SUNGLSO AGAIN."
THE PANDDOS WERE
LOOKING FOR kW! FLAX/
MUST HAVE WIRED THEM









































CLAVS SEEN CURATOR OF TH.s
A/LIEELPA FOR YEAPSII CANT
Fleftg4; HIM IN A PLOT 1b641/./66LE
WOWS GOLD NONE 61Wit-5 '
R.NVY YOU SNOULO PROP
ot1 THI sooiaNT,MR




Lime nen. Walks. tir,110 %Witt 
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The 1962 sports calendar af-
forded Memphians with many
exciting and glorious moments
during a fiercely contested
campaign. Most of the fire-
works erupted from Prep;
League action. Now for that
last look at the year gone by
1, before the record books are
filed away in their dust laden
corners.
Of the school boy titles,
Booker T. Washington domi-
nated play by racking up
three crowns. The Warriors
were best in basketball, track,
and football. The lone other
top spot went to Douglass.
The Red Devils won the base-
ball championship, preventing
a Washington grand slam.
BASKETBALL
A hot shooting hand of
Washington hoopsters hrought
national recognition to the
Bluff City when the Warriors
copped the National High
School Tournament in Nash-
ville after going undefeated
to grab the City titls. They
added the Region III and
State Tourney crowns to the
Ilk national diadem. Winning the
national meeting of state king-
pins gave Memphis a r-cord that caused the Warriors to
setting first. Lester was rated be dropped_ from the circuit's
a close second to Washinetnn. high echelons. The league's
The Lions won the District I oldest school climaxed a fine
Tournament and beat Dotielaes season with a Blues Bowl
in the finals of the Lqvisisme victory over Horace Mann of
Holiday run. Little Rock, Ark.
TRACK The past season the teams
Track and field, neglected were more evenly matched
locally for years. was on the} than ever before, thus from
upgrade in '62 with all of the' crowd appeal, the campaign
high schools in the loop field- I was an overwhelming success.
ing teams. Most of the trams LEAGUE ACTION RESUMED
had outstanding eindermen Idle except for participation
hut not enough depth to halt' in non-league holiday games,
the Washington thinclads from a full card of basketball con-
taking the City and Regional tests are 'on tap in the Prep
titles. League. Hamilton kicks off
The region runoff was high- the new year action with a
lighted by the apnearancee of home day affair with Carver.
some of the world's most re- Other Wednesday (Jan. 2rd)
nowned tracksters. Heading action find Bertrand and Lea-
that elite group was Ralph] ter at Bertrand. The following
Boston the great Olympie' night (Thursday) Douglas en-
broad jump champ from Tn- tertains Mt. Pisgah at home.
o
nessee Ada State and Wjllie
White, his counterpart for the
United States at the Olym-
piad. Miss White is a native of
Greenwood, Mississippi.
BASEBALL
Three years ago the Prep
League revitalized its base-
ball program and was able,
with a financial hand thrown
in hs WDIA, to field a
Washihgton fought off Wildcats Were Slim Favorites In
strong challenges by Douglass
championship 
to its list of nvitational Holiday Tournament
Washington and Lester, pre-
Beacon favorites, will have-a
showdown battle at Lester
Friday night. Hamilton and
Manassas are scheduled for
the same afternoon. The Wild-
cats return to action Jan. 7th
against Bertrand while Mel-
rose journeys away from home
to tackle Washington in make
or break game.
Melrose Golden Wildcats
were slim favorites; to become
the new LeMoyne Invitational
Holiday Tournament Champi-
ons, fighting their way to the
finals against upset-minded
Father Bertrand, New Year's
Eve.
The Golden Wildcats came
from behind in the fourth
quarter after leading Douglass
22-17 at halftime to edge the
Red Devils 45-42 in the last
three minutes of play. Sur-
prising Bertrand handed Les-
ter their first loss after five
straight wins, 50-46, in over-
time. Roth were victors in th,
semi-finals last Saturday.
night.
After taking charge in the
third quarter, Douglass ran
out of gas in the waning mo-
ments. Bobby Smith and Rs-
cheater Thomas with 14 and
13 points, respectively, led
Melrose to victory.
Lester was in control of
their game with the Thundsr-
bolts until their ball handling
went to pieces late in the
game. The spirited Bertrand
quintet could have won in
regulation time which found
the score knotted at 44 all
but the pressure was too much
for Thunderbolt Rod Samuels
who missed two free throws
after being fouled on a last
second shot.
Bobby Todd took charge of
the Bertrand attack by pump-
ing in 22 points. Richard Jones
and Charles Wright scored
12 a piece for Lester,
Melrose beat both Halls and
local Carver in the opening
round while Bertrand outshot
a short West Memphis team.
- - - - - -
gregation will play eight Tenn, Jan 29.
games this month, five of Besides Knoxville, LeMoyne
! them on the road, holds victories over Alabama
They'll be back in Bruce State, Lane. Fisk and Ken-
tucky State and all of them
were tough, down-to-the-wire
finishes. The Magicians de-
feated Alabama State, 104-99;
Lane, 95-85; Fisk, 96-91, and
Kentucky State, 91-88.
LeMoyne's only loss has
been to Alabama A&M, 91-85.
Despite the fact its squad
is small this season, LeMoyne
has sported a sparking starting
aggregation in Acting Captain
James Gordon and Willie
Hereton at the forwards,
freshman Jerome Wright, cen-
ter, and floor general Monroe
AMMAN, Jordan - Algeri- Currin and freshman Richard
an Politburo Secretary General l Rumas in the guard, positions.
Mohammed Khider arrived! Currie now stands third in,
from Syria for a three-day scoring among the small col-
state visit. leges of the nation. He has
averaged 31 poiets per game.
The Magicians have received HOLIDAY HAPPENINGS•
Douglass won over Carver of
Brownsville and Lester had
a narrow escape with Mitchtell
Road in their quarterfinals'
conquests.
PREP LEAGUE STANDINGS
TEAM W L PCT
Lester 3 n 1.000
Douglass 4 1 .800






adequate bench strength front
Robert Hambric, Jimmy
Charlton, Whitney Bankston,















2 1 .667 Lester-46
2 3 .400 Melrose-45
1 3 .250 Douglas-42
1 4 .200 -
0 3 .000 LeMoyne To Play
Tuskegee Jan. 4
Base Stealer Turns Art In Home Game
LeMoyne's Magicians face
On Night Club Patrons Tuskegee here on the Bruce
HOLLYWOOD - Los Angeles Dodger's star Maury
Wills, who stole the hearts of millions, while stealing bases
in the National Baseball League, is "in" as a musician.
He is one of the Dodgers in the night club act Milton
Berle opens for the New Year at Las Vegas' Desert Inn.
Wills plays banjo..
As all initiates into the American Federation of Mu-
clans' Local 4/ Wills had to play a bit for prexy John Tran-
a
II  hi ia ITrAfter hearing him anchit e a waiveds ex am n
tion. He commented: "Wills can pluck those strings just
like he plucked second base away from opposing teams all3rd Aloil Brother Headed Local 47 member."last season Thief or not, we're .glad to have Maury as a
eillellettlelli111111111106101111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011011111111111111Ullar,
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* Look Back t
Best, Worst in
1962 Sports
BEST ants, and then they dropped
Sonny Liston, the night he two of three in the playoff.
Ernie. Davis, Heisman Tro-
phy 
Floyd Patterson at 2:06
of the first r o u n d for the Falyling victim to 
Isukenner from 
yrnia on However there are two and Mrs. Sylvester 
Burns on couple a happy and prosperous "-• hohslaYe. college in three years with such
heavyweight title, the threshold of a promising brothers, Felipe and 
Mat ty Lee. , life. .,Mre. Sarah 
Johnsen Jogloe outstanding credit, he became
Maury Wills of the Los An- pro football career. 'Alou plying outfield 
for the The two members of the
1 'I current an Francisco Giaots, club, Mesdames Jimison and its annual Christmas dinner
The Teen Ace Wits Club had of West' r. v̂iro Calif • ''''d . •
he, tees rhildren..Tay and :leek- the first Negro to 
be admitted
got on base. mother. Miss i . ims. e University of 
been vieitie. her foe_ to the School of Medicine of.
Tennessee
geles Dxlgers, every time he Sonny Liston's dispute with who must make room for an-,Wynn, 'had their homes beau- °arty. in Ilse beautiful home of ''. h'Philadelphia Park police . .
"driving too slow." other member of the family, tifully lighted, but were not iletr. and Mrs. Ed Midget 
on tee
The New York Giants and brother, Jesus, even before the eligible for the contest. Much rtbsridge st.. Christmas night.  r'''''''' "'I liv". "' "nil' Memphis, where he 
worked up
lstter is 21 years old, credit is due these ladies who Under a most beautifully deco- when her 
hesbeed. Al Jordon.
eeme •,-, reanare a eitetinn front 
to the Dean's list and has main-
:, their second straight Na- Local Telm Is Young Jesus Alou, just 19, influenced their neighbors to rated tree were layers of giftstamed that position. He is a&Green Bay Packers en route is playing with Caracas in the participate in the project. We brought by the members to 1.“` elm. meter. Teenessee
cham-
pionship playoff. C 
his eon- cousin of Mrs. Vance.tiOnal Football League  s Venezuelan winter loop .and hope many more will enter next eeehanae. Mise Bettie Ellison.lc"t' Trni""rsitv for
HUMBOLDT NEWS
TAC IS CONSTITUTED FOR RAW
RESPONSE TO LIMITED WAR IN ANY AREA
OF THE WORLD WITH SPECIAL COMPOSiTa
AIR STRIKE FORCES (CA5F5), AND EQK






AND AIR REFuEliN6 AIRCRAFT,
MISSiLES AND TROOP CARRIERS. THE COmmAND'5
F-105 5, F.104'5 AND OLDER F-100'5 ARE EQUIPPED WITH A
WOE VARIETY OF NON-NUCLEAR AND NUCLEAR weARoptS.
TAC"c.i4 AINR0LicFT.IzAisRCR, WHA0cFHT pe.APFpLoTyHE
COMSAT.FORCES AND THEIR.












thank those who made it profit-
All of the Gibson County able. In charge of it this year
were Misses Dorothy Langsterschools have been closed for
and your scribe, John Jones.
e y.. 'The community is looking
A Christmas program was forward to organizing a come
held at Beach Grove church ,munity recreation and civic
on the Sunday before the holi- club for the benefit of the pub-
lic. If interested, contact John
day.
A Christmas program was On the sick list is Mrs. Della
held at the Rutherford CME Jennings. She would appreci-
church on Sunday evening. ate some visitors. We are pray-
A Christmas celebration was ing for her speedy recovery.
held at the China Grove Etc. CHITCHAT
,mentary school. Gifts were I Mr. and Mrs. Charles Henry
placed under the tree and aft- Dennis and children of Chicago
l
erwarde distributed to many are spendine the holidays in
students. The event was held the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ler-
in Mrs. Teresa Carnes' home- dell Jones and Linda. Also
room, visiting them are Mr. and Mrs.
A basketball game was play- Jimmy Reese of Chicago.
ed in the Rosenwald gym be- Mrs. Josie Mai Manns corn-
tween the Trenton and Fulton, ing to Kenton, Tenn., to visit
Tenn., teams. relatives. She will motor from
A social was held at Alexen- Helena. Ark.
der'e cafe on Christmas Eve.' Connie Arnold sras a Thurs-
It was snonsored by Thomas (ley night guest in the home of
Finch and Henry Alexander. Miaa Tessa Wilkie.
Music and refreshments werei Your scribe will start his
i provided, customer campaign in January,
I The Jubilee club's annual 's° if you would like to Wel
"Yuletide Festival" Was a sue- Ithe Tri-State Defender eibek
cees, and the club wishes to week, please noti me.
tiiiiiiiittnelllilllentinittitititennitiget11111011110i111111110111111011inteleill111111141111011111111111114011
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Drama, Music, And Other Fine Arts
THE YOUNG ADULT
By WHITTIER SENGSTACKE JR.
1111111111111i11111e1111111111111011111111161111110111111111I11111111111111111111001111111111111111111111111111111111111111111a
Not to long ago the Broadway musiCal "Oliver" was trying
out in San Francisco and Detroit. It's on Broadway now and it
looks like Lionel Bart has another hit on his hands, Many of you
might say, "Why should this musical interest me, I'll never get
to New York to see it; but you should not let that stop you from
hearing the music. Ask yourself, "what is the most important
part of a musical play?
"The music of course!" -
You can enjoy the music from "Oliver" through R.C.A. Via-
tor's L.P. of same name
DRAMA
Thursday night January 3, may be the most interesting night
in your life: and it will be if you watch the Alcoa Premiere pre-
sented by Fred Astire.
This Is a one hour drama that will hold your attentionjor
the full 60 minutes it is on. Ruby Dee of Rasin In the Sun Dame
will appear with Ralph Bellamy, Peggy Ann Garner in "Imet.
of an Execution." Miss Dee will play a woman who must make
a life-and-death decision involving her young son.
If you want to see a play that you will long remember see
"Impact of an Execution."
This musical is based on Charles Dickens "Oliver Twist:"
with book, Lyric and music by Lionel Bart
If you are thinking of adding another L.P. to your collectfon
of Broadway hits or maybe you would like to start a collection
If this is true get "Oliver."
LIGHTING PRIZES ,and vice president of the club,
baseball is not exactll foreign claiming big league fan atten- of course, were Lloyd and' Again this year the 
Gloxinia .accompanied the judges. Prizes Mrs. Marie Alley, dauthter
to the majors, but rarely has tion at the same time. Paul Waner who played with
- - the Pittsburgh Pirates. And
the only major league triple
brother-act was composed' of
DiMaggios, Joseph, .Vince and
Dominic.
There have been several
brothers who played in the
majors at different times. The
Coveleskie brothers , were top
pitchers for years. And no one
can overlaok the Meusel boys,
Bob of the Yankees and his
younger brother who perform-
ed in the outfield for John
McGraw's New York Giants
fo: several years. Not only are
those oldtimers remembered,
but Milwaukee has a brothers'
act. the Aaron boys, Hank and
Tommy, who are pretty good
econd In SIA
IF HIS FLYING FINGERS match his flying feet, Dodger
Star Maury Wills (second from right) will "send" the night
club patrons at the Desert Inn in Las Vega.) when he plays
his banjo in Milton Berle's show. Coaching from behind are
ileft to right) Frank Howard. Duke Snider and Sandy Hon-
fax. W title  Davis and Don Drysdale are also scheduled to
perform with Berle.
titles. Winning et:teed the lull
For Giants With Big Bat 
Brothers playing professionali there been more than two
full slate of squads. The radio
station announced receRtly
that it was withdrawing aid
for the league baseball pro-
gram. The assumption being
that the league was well es-
tablish now and could go it for
themselves. The financial ges-
ture certainly was a shot in
the arm for the Prep League
Spring sports.
Last year Douglas became
the third different champ in
as many years in the rejuve-
nated horsehide activity.
Douglas went through a 14
game slate undefeated, run-
ning the skein to 17 in a row
before biting the dust to
fourth place finishing Mel-
rose in the postseason play-
off finals.,
Once again the Carriers.
this time unthr the sponsor-
ship of the Flamingo Room,
reigned supreme in the Semi-'
pro League. They were chased
to the flag by the Federal
Compress Blues.
FOOTBALL
and Lester to add the grid I
•
lelost farnous of the brothers,
players.
Magicians To Start 8-Game Series I THIS IS VOLT TAC
By Meeting Tuskegee Tigers Here ao [FT 7gN THE TACTICAL AR -t
The Magicians of LeMoyne take on Jerry Johnson's Le-
college take on the Tigers of Moynites.
Tuskegee this Friday night, LeMoyne hits the road the
Jan. 4, at 8 o'clock in Bruce
Hall. The locals wil be seeking
their sixth win out of seven
starts.
The Memphis hardwood ag- 1 •against Lane at Jackson,
Hall again next Tuesday night,
Jan. 8, taking on the smooth
operating Knoxville College
five. The Magicians were
handed a 2-0 win over KC
on Nov. 30 at Knoxville when
the Knoxvillians forfeited the
game.
The third home game of the
month is scheduled for Bruce
Hall on the eight of Monday,
Jan. 14, when Dillard Uni-
versity's quint comes here to
Khirler In Syria
Art 
ndbe presemed at the Eman-
and Garden Club sponsored"cipat ion program.
the Christmas lighting contest
the following listed as win- Miss Martha Nell Robinson
for Humbolt and Dyer, with HOLIDAY WEDDING
ners: For Dyer - First prize became the bride of Pfc. Roland
for the most beautiful door Leon Gooch on Saturday, Dec.
went to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie 23, at 6 p. m., in the home of
Ball on North Main st.; second her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert McDermon; first place Sam Robinson on Vine 'st.
window, Mr. and Mrs. James, The bride was given in mar-
Harris; second place window, Nave by her father, R. B. Rob-
Mrs. Bobbie Harris; honorable inson, and the ceremony was
mention window, Mr. and Mrs. performed by Rev. J. T. Free-
Lynn Fisher. first place yard, man, before friends. relatives
Dyer CME church. Honorable land school mates,
mention to those others who. She is a senior at Stigall
cooperated went to Mr. and High school, and he is station-
Mrs. Charles Williams on Roy- ed at Fort Hood in Texa s,
al st.; Mrs. Lynn McGee on where he nlane to remain for
Oak at.; Mrs. Virginia O'Dane six years. He is the son of Ted
iel on Lee st.; Mr. and Mrs. E. Gooch and the late Mrs. Lillie
L Nolan on Coolidge and Mr Mae Gooch We hope for the
middle of the month, going
against Stillman, Jan. 17;
Miles, Jan. 18; Alabama State,
Jan. 25, and Tuskegee, Jan.
26, all four games in Alahama.
The fifth road game will be
Hall court Friday night of
next week. Jan. 4. The Mem-I
phiane will show here again
Jan.,* when they go eepinet
Knoxville and on Jan. 14 when
they take on Dillard.
The LeMoynites were sec-
ond in the Southern Intercol-
legiate Athletic Conference on
the weekend with four vic-
tories and one defeat. Tuske-
gee ranked third in the 16-
team conference.
LeMoyne's starters against
Tuskegee more than likely
, will consist of Acting Captain
James Gordon, Monroe Ciirrin,
Richard Dumas, Willie Here.
ton and Jerome Wright.
Dennis is president. Al ish a
Brown, treasurer, and Miss
'Edel:e Calloway, business man-
VIAITOR S
of Sister Birdie Davis and sis-
ter of Brodie Davis, is visiting
in Tduenbolt for the holidays.
Mesdames Erna J. Bonds and
.Eliaaheth Ballard are visiting
lin Mansfield, Ohio with Mrs.
.Tennte Seav. whom most of the
,Hemboltione know.
Mr. and Mrs. Beekerville and
Mrs. Leatha Marlin of Maeon.
Tenn., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
'Chester Bryson and Mr. and
mee wittiam Baskerville and
their children.
Mioot Willie P. Hnlenes
of Stanton is visiting her rel-
atives. Mr. and Mrs. John
Thnmax on Ninth ave.
mes Heine rose of T,T.,shVillr,
WAS house auest of Mr. and
*it., *Pen sin's and Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Lowery, clueing
tern of E. H. Crump hospital
in Memphis is house guest Of
Rev. and Mrs. W. S. Vance. He
has made an enviable record in
the past years, finishing his
cutting all manner of capers year. oroaram chairman. presented tribin;" 
in n'ii"1 r"na"/s.
No-hitters by Bo Belinsky of LeMoyne College's Magici-
with his bat. His batting aver- For Humbolt: First place for a very interesting Christmas ,M". 
Jo r d on is a '''''7iste'''d Complete Fountain
the Angels, Earl Wilson and ans this week are second in the 
N./c.,
age as season hits half-way the windnw. Mr. and Mrs. Fern program that included carol 
Inurse and worked here for
N
SERVICE Cosmetics
Bill Monbouquette of the Red Southern Interc011egiate Ath-' when he arrived In Caracas he place for door. Mr. and Mrs. a Christmas poem hY several Mit" end 
while here'mark is a 
sensational .411. And Thomas on Crenshaw; first sir ,Iel er scr;o4447.0. rravPr and.'.`7°,7 Sir". 
s' Mary'a hoe-
* was hesy K..,. Moyd:::;,11;
Sox, Jack Kralick of the letic Conference basketball carried a batting average of Clayton Burns on 9th 
ave.; con- of the girls. • Issals,'n, ,eith affaire for the
well over ,300 compiled in molation ',Hee for window wentTwins, Sandy Koufax of the race with a record of four con-
Dodgers. ference victories and one de-
Cincinnati's basketball team feat. Lelafoyne's overall record
in a 71-59 title defense tri- for the season is 5-1.
umph over top-ranked Ohio Clark College of Atlanta is
State in the NCAA finals, leading the conference with a
WORST 2-0 record, and Tuskegee of
The death from ring injuries Alabama is third (5-2), Fisk,
of Benny (Kid) Paret, world fourth (3-2) and Alabama
welterweight champ who lost State., fifth (2-1). There are 16
his title and his life against teams in the conference.
Emile Griffith. LeMoyne's Monroe Currin
The senseless hassle between has been ranked third in the
the National A.A.U. and NC- nation among small college's
AA for contfol of amateur individual scoring leaders and
sports, lowering U. S. prestige he is fourth among free throw
*
abroad and threatening Amer- percentage leaders. The rat-
ice's Olympic strength. ings are made by NC/.A.
The Los Angeles Dodgers, NCAA also ranke LeMoyne
blowing 10 of their last 13 sixth In the nation in team of-
games and six of their last fence itmone the small colleges
gegen to wind up in a pennant and serried in field goal per-
tie With the San Francisco Gi- centage leaders,
m.nor leagues in the USA to Mrs. Priscilla Boykin, Fort
over two years. Hill Circle; consolation neiee, 
• Jesus Alou will arrive at the for door went to Miss Echil-
Giants' training camp with oneeeress Warren on Brown at,;
giant problem. All he *ill be,honorable mention door, Mr.
asked to do is beat out the and Mrs. L. G. Bonds nn Cred-
great Willie Mays for the cen- dock; honorable mention win-
ter field between his two, hard asew to Mr. and Mrs. To tin
San Francisco Giants outfield Hamilton on Ninth st.; honor-
Jesus Alou will be part of the.,ehle mentinn door and window
within a very few years. to Mr. and Mrs. E. If
careehell Red Rev. s',4 Mrs.
However, rest assured young
brothers. Thus, if Jesus should 
L. Johnson, both on 6th aye.;
hneneatale tree4;sin window al-
win a berth on the Giants so to Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Stoke-
team, he will have to take jy.
over from one of his older . The Christmas lighting corn-
brothers, Matty and Felipe.',-eutee Mesrl a rti
There is little chance of his Martha Lacey, chairman; Al-
moving in to form an all Alou 
bert, .1..eienee Pros.
Drueille Tuggle end MiSS Enid
outfi Ad fur the Giants as lozot1Sime. Mesdemee. Cottrell rimy)-
! as Willie Mays is around. as and J. S. Vance, president
In'e rolin sang "I Wish You a
s M
aeoi-rv Christmas" and "Twelve
^.,,v. then oresent^4 the eifts.
Miss rssie Yarbroueh, sec-1 k." er"r an:
Itwo ehil,iren. Julits and Blinn-
Mrs TtiliiiS c;IYIS onr3 ;Los!.
Days to Christmas" Although:the Iifrueatr.aTCP°"f71" Mr7 erannd. werertffr 
I A'
the hostess was Mine CarollTe"r- sime Also visiting Me
Midget, she was Resisted bY
jand Mrs. Sims are Mr. and
her mother, Mrs Mollie Mid- "r' 1477 TT' Sin", 
n
r'..,, P"I' k̀i•
Tenn . their son and augnter-get,
nuests for the evening were 'n-
Misee .1'1 A on Den n i e And 
Alvin Crawford. resident ex-
_
reeneelist Boatman of Gary,
Trel Mrs. W. S. \ranee. who sr-
eomnanied for eorne of their
se„„s C.fts niere oreconted to
Mrs. Louise Crnom. whn is or-1
P”A advisor for the
ellih• Mrs. Vance-, A friend of
anti who A SsiO"r1
with their last program while
('roorn Was in Memphis
with her sick baby: and to tho
rve.r,,roYlp eeinyed the
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A OuIck Ph.... Cull • Your Order Will
S. Reedy In IS $.41„„,•.
52f1:9954
Send Jets To Congo
UNITED NATIONS. N.Y.-
(UPI)-Iran is sending four
F86 Jet fighters to the Congo
in answer to an "urgent ap-
peal" by Secretary General
Thant, a U.N. spokesman ap-
nounced.
'MEN AT LAST IT'S HERS'
Thoneande of man today reel •
young and peppy up to TS. That
tlren. weak. rundown feeling MY
only he from the need for a sup-




Money hank If not Whetted after 2
bottles. Only $5.00 for a 2 week,
enpply. C.O.D.. check or money)
order.
THE RUMOTEX
239 Last 115th at Po KA 2044
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RAND GETS l NIFOR5IS — Members of band
the Stigall High school band have been pre-
sented new uniforms, and here they line up
In the purple and gold on the campus in
Humboldt, Tenn. Standing in front of the
_
Miss. Judge Threatens
Negroes In Vote Case
;Arrest 3 St. Louis
;Teens In Crackdown
; ST. LOUIS — An out-ited the assault in addition to
break of violence which numerous 
burglaries and purse
thefts.
caused an upsurge in the Meanwhile, Grimm and
crime rate here, resulted in Coney, charged with rape, rob-
bery and the fatal beating of
the arrest of three teen-, a 30-year-old mother, were
agers. indicted by the Circuit Court
' Arrested in the police crack- grand jury.
down were Marvin Tensley The indictments c ha r g e d
Matthews, 17, Ellis Coney, Jr., first-degree rape and robbery.
16, and Leon Grimm, 17. The The victim, Mrs. Betty Fos-
latter pair were indicted by ter, was struck on the head with
the Circuit Court grand jury a 1:).seball bat Dec. 5 after she
charged with rape, robbery and left work from her job as a tel-
the fatal beating of a woman. ,ephone operator.
Matthews. charged with rape DIED LATER
in assaults on three' elderly; The incident took place in a
women, was arrested in the ,shadowy parking lot. She died
home of Mrs. Hattie Schlereth,'Dec. 16 without regaining con-
74, after allegedly slashing her caousness.
members and majorettes are Drum on the neck with a knife. : Circuit Attorney Daniel Rear-
Major Rochester Johnson and Glenn Waidon, Police said Matthews re- don said 12 eyewitnesses ap-
band leader. Citizens of the community are turned to the home of a worn- neared at the grand jury hear-
Proud of their high school music makers, an whose purse he had snatch- log. Arraignment for the youths
, ed last month and discouraged, is expected this week. Business Servicesbecause the woman wouldn't' During their arraignment be. 
openthe door, dashed across fore a Juvenile Court, both, Ramsey, registered a white the street and force .4 his way pleaded innocent to first de-
man, B. Floyd Jones, in theirinto the Schlereth home
1
.gree murder charges. Coney, a, presence ,it Stonewall, Mak' Matthm's originally-intend- juvenile, was certified for trial
while deitting them registra- ed quarry saw this and sum-
! 
as an adult in the cas1 and
non. mooed police. 
1 Cox said that unless justice FINGERED BY OTHERS '
Reardon said the death penalty
MERIDIAN, Miss. — (UPI) 
: District Judge Harold 
Coicdepartment lawyers showed. Authorities rev e a 1 e d that would be sought. I; 
Furn. For Sale
FoR fisr.le
Beautiful W•inut finished. Spinet
tYPe Piano
Nn. Idlewrid.
21'IECES KRUELER LIVING ROOM
Suite. Excellent condition. 1149.0(1
C,a1.1 BR 2-2276.
LEAVING CITY. SACRIFICE HOUSE-
hold items & Furniture at Bargain
Prices for quick sale. Too many items
to list. Momt like new. At Fraction
of original cost. BR 8-3072.
WANT TO BUY ANY TYPE
CLOCKS REGARDLESS OF CON
Aim. Any Make Clock Repaired
Will Pick Up And Deliver
J. A. Hickey PH EX 7.6742
Apts. For Rent
FURN MHO) ROMA WITH HALF.
bath.iketer is lights furnished Flame
Bit 64124.
NEWLY RnioDEUE-D
3 • BEDROOM - 4 R. KITCHEN -
Bath - 1158 C..useo PHONE:
9/H 2-5537 
NEWLY DECORATED TWO ROOM
APARTMENT FOR RENT AT 865
S. WELLINGTON. UPSTAIRS. 525.041.
Water furnished. Call BR 2.2115.
.3-A00114 APT. BRICK DUPLEX VERY
NICE, 640.00. ('ALL, WH 8.6645 or
JA 6.2880. Mr. E. L. Young.
— A federal judge who is of Jackson said he thought the
hearing a justice departmentjiev' G. 
Goff and Andrew
Kendrirk- Jr., were "lying"
suit against Clarke County's
voting registrar, threatened to when they testified earlier.
file perjury charges against' The Negroes claimed the de-
two Negro witnessr,s. ifendant, Circuit Clerk A. L.leach, said Cox.
AMUCK '
II!
good cause why he should not'Matthews later was identified
file the derjury charges he by two other women, aged 53
would do so. Goff, a Methodist and 76, who said the youth ter-
minister, and Kendrick would rorized them for three hours
be bound over to a grand jury in their northwest St. Louis
and their bail set at $3 000 homes
How's That Again?
BRIDLINGTON, England —
Victor Davenport, 37, has been
appointed matron of Lloyd
I Matthews reportedly admit- hospital here.
— - —
The Famous



























WO Hi,. Been In Busln•ss 1 5
Years, B•cous• W• Are Special-
ists In Our Field.
Visit M S H BARBER SHOP
liNCLE SA
SAYS . . .
wt MONEY
TO LOAN !
ON ANYTHING OF VALUE
Bargains In Unredeism•d Pledg•s
Shotguns - Cameras - Dlomond•






























































BARGAINS IN UNRENEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEALE STREET
Og,
areadarle/
If you can't find it at









LADIES' SHOES NYLON HOSIERY
$117 4
Your Shopftg Always Good



















182 So. Main St.
MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE •
,
It‘U:01 ; ale s
e.10141c1 s\\'*0,— sii‘0.1
J A 9441 - WH-6.5690




Mrs. Wil,us Bloydes, Prop
prift-111N.REGULARBAPTIST BOOKSTORE
1963 Standard Sunday School
Commentary.. ..• 32.95,
1963 HIGLEYS Sunday School
Corninsintary S2.95
BAPTIST STANDARD HYMNAL
Pocket Si.. Points for Emphasis
145 BEALE STREET
Phone. JA 7-4732'
Rs', C. M. LEE, Owner
PI AN O. VOICE AND CHARM
classes. Private or stoups. Special
rote to school children. Z Lois King,
1616 South Parkway Ertel. l'ho.-
275-0435
IF YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPETS






70 2 Bitterfor a Ol 
BUSINESS CARDS
dueness Cards - Letter Heads • En.
velopes - Wedding Anne. Reasonable
prices - 24 hour mervice. All kinds
of printing & Publishing. Office, School
& Church supplies.
St•nback Printing & Publishing Co.
2477 Deadriek Ave
FA 70127 or 324-5449
Situation Wanted
rftivAle PAR it MOULD 1.15E TO
IkIrrhase a home bar la fair ruadt-
that. Call JAckson 6-8397.
EXPERIENCED BEAUTICIANS
wants job as shampooer In white
shop or as ma mat rm. JA 3-2666,
Help Wanted
  orronw Nt ITV FOR
RIGHT COUPLE
Rent Free Trailer For Right Negro
Couple.
Trailer completely furnished with bed,
couch. vs.king stove, heating stove.
running w•ter, eating table. All that
I. needed is cooking utensils and bed
clothing Wife of WWI., muet do
housework three or four days par
week for owner of trailer.
Trailer Is located at 5923 East Raines
Road. Call J. A. Crewe at MU 4.2100







For Sale Misc.5025 la Rain. — go 
and Wincheeter Rd., east on Win.
chaster Rd. to Hickory Hill, south on
Hickory Hill to intersection at Hick.
ory Hill and Raines ltd. The farm
Is to the south.
Instructions
RAGSDALE EMPLO1 mENT
Lie. Seoul y Operator to Work In
whit. Beauty Step
Maid Comb 125 wIr
Short 0 der Cook 020 up
Maid.Cock 
JA 5-4511111
WOMAN DESIRF.B JOB AS MAID OR
baby-sitter five days a week. Cell:
8-4581
WOULD LIKE WORK AS COMMON
ironer or keep chlidren.
Call: W11 5-2181,
Homeworkers Wantod:
W• miii send you the complete names•nn addressee of 50 U S. firms Mat
URGENTLY NEED MOMISWOMIle.101
tor only 25e postpaid ktueli yotrr
name. address. and 25e today to







wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis mat ket.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street CLASSIFIED
Memphis. Tenn.
ATTER n




S ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
Highw•y 64 or Ellendale can be
ehown by owner. Anytime. 14re George
Gibbs. Jr.
54 MERCLISY
In good condition. Radio. heater. good
tires. new baUtery. kW 5-1661
VAL'S RECORD SH0P
Phone RO 2-0798. Open Seven Days.
We hav• 20.000 record, you ask. Ws
nay* 5 of any record. for $3.40 plus
tax and handling @Marge Write Val',
Record Shop. 3536 W. 16th It., Chi-
cago 23. III.
O





You can earn cash selling
Defender ueeklv. Cali us or come






who are interested in
making money. Call Jackson 6-8397
or Jackson 6-8398 Call or come to:









"Smol/ •nough to Approciats
Your Busin•s•'








3 Illetaie St., Memphis, Tenn.
ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523
YMCA
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOV!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I. 19 Dormitory Rooms: — Chian, Comfortable, Modern Furniture,
Private Bath — Clean Wash Rooms — Showers . . .
Weekly Rates: $S — $10
2. Modern Swimming Pool — Year Round Swimming: 75130 ft. —
Dieing — Swimming — Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting —
Beautiful Sun Dock, Holds AA Rating.
3. Regulatior Gym Equipped with Stags: Spectators Section with
1200 sesiing capacity — For Leagues, Tournaments, Competative
Matches, CI  — !losing — Community Programs
4. 7-Large Club Rooms: Club Meetings — Cl  — Forums —
Conferences — Teat — Socials
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES 
$7 — $10 —$2:1
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis-
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL iz
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in had health: Are you discouragedrr
It any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will rend life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis-
sippi Stale Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSolo Motel. Be sure to look for the RED IlltICK
DOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked WhItehaven Slate Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never hid an office in West Memphis.)
MADAlil BELL'S IIAND SIGN.
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
ADS
HAVE
PULLING .
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TODAY
CALL
JACKSON
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